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COVENANT UNIVERSITY CONTEXT
To be a leading World-Class University, 
committed to raising a New Generation of 
Leaders in all fields of Human endeavour    
  
To create knowledge and restore the 
dignity of the black man via a Human 
Development Total Man Concept-driven 
curriculum employing innovative, leading-
edge teaching and learning methods, 
research and professional services that 
promote integrated, Life-applicable, life-
transforming education, relevant to the 
context of Science, Technology and Human 
Capacity Building
MANDATE
“Raising a new generation of leaders 
through a qualitative and life-applicable 
training system that focuses on value and 
skill development.”
“Raising a new generation of leaders 
through a broad-based qualitative 
education built on sound biblical principles 
culminating in the birth of path-finders, 
pace-setters and trail-blazers.”
“Raising a new generation of leaders who 
shall redeem the battered image of the 
black race and restore her lost glory as this 
trained army of reformers begin to build 
the old wastes, repair the wasted cities and 
raise the desolation of many generations.”
FOUNDING PHILOSOPHY
Covenant University is built  on the 
philosophical platform espoused in the 
following aphorisms:
     A departure from form to skill
    A  depar ture  f rom knowledge  to 
empowerment
    A departure from figures to future building
     A departure from legalism to realism
     A departure from points to facts
     A departure from“mathe-matics” to  “life-
matics”.
Diligence
Responsibility
Integrity
Possibility Mentality
Spirituality
Capacity Building
Sacrifice
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VISION
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t is with great delight that I 
Iw e l c o m e  y o u  t o  t h e auspicious occasion of the 
12th Convocation Ceremony of 
Covenant University where we 
release the 2017 set of Eagles to 
make their marks on the world. 
It is also a time of reflection as 
we reflect on the faithfulness of 
the Originator of the University, 
our Lord Jesus Christ, for 
staying true to His promise to 
make Covenant University a 
beacon that shines out of the 
supposed 'Dark Continent' to 
lighten the world. To Him alone 
be all the glory.
The nearly fifteen years of 
e x i s t e n c e  o f  C o v e n a n t 
University have been marked by 
t r a i l  b l a z i n g  a n d 
groundbreaking achievements 
that have been humbling. The 
Covenant University brand has 
come to be associated with 
excellence and leadership in 
teaching and research in 
Nigeria, Africa and the world at 
large.  The Univers i ty has 
emerged a reference point for 
h i g h e r  e d u c a t i o n  a n d  a 
testimonial of the reward that is 
inherent  in  dar ing to be 
different. 
In 2012, Covenant University 
was handed a divine mandate 
to become one of the top ten 
universities in the world by the 
year 2022, christened Vision 
10:2022, 1-of-10-in-10. At the 
time, this compelling vision was 
considered unrealist ic by 
skeptics. Today, however, God 
has proved His 
word to be true by 
undeniable proofs 
that validate the 
p r o p h e t i c 
declaration. 
Indeed, Covenant 
University does 
not have to wait till 
2022 to become 
one of the top 
universities in the 
world as this has 
become a reality 
already in some 
research f ie lds . 
According to the 
D i s t i n c t i v e 
Competency Data 
A n a l y t i c s  o f 
research publ icat ions by 
Elsevier's SciVal, Covenant 
University is world's number 
one in the fields of Wind Power, 
Wind Turbine, Corrosion, 
Corrosion Inhibitors, and 
Carbon Steel. The result also 
reveals that the University is 
the second most competent 
institution in the world in the 
fields of Trade, Remittance, 
Effect and Housing: Residential 
Satisfaction. This report is 
s i g n i f i c a n t  b e c a u s e  i t 
r e c o g n i s e s  C o v e n a n t 
Un ive r s i t y 's  d i s t inc t i ve 
competencies among all the 
universities of the world. 
Certainly, Vision 10:2022 is 
already being fulfilled right 
before our eyes. 
C o v e n a n t  U n i v e r s i t y 's 
leadersh ip  in  research 
continues to be acclaimed as 
its Energy Retention Bag for 
Vaccine Transportation won 
t h e  A g r i c u l t u r a l  a n d 
Veterinary Medicine Award 
at  the B iennia l  Higher 
A WORD OF WELCOME FROM THE CHANCELLOR
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E d u c a t i o n  A w a r d  S e r i e s 
(BHEADS) organised by the 
A V C N U / C V C  u n d e r  t h e 
Individual Winners category, 
despite the fact that Agriculture 
and Veterinary Medicine are not 
offered in the University. The 
Vice-Chancellor, Professor AAA. 
Atayero was recently awarded 
the Fellowship of the Science 
Association of Nigeria, in 
recognition of his contributions 
to Science and Development in 
Nigeria.
In our drive for excellence, 
Covenant  Un i ve r s i t y  has 
c o n t i n u e d  t o  p r o v e  h e r 
r e l e v a n c e  e v e n  i n  t h e 
professional community. For 
instance, on Thursday July 20, 
2 0 1 7  ( y e s t e r d a y ) ,  t h e 
Engineering students of the 
University were inducted as 
graduate members of the 
Nigerian Society of Engineers. 
Also, 17 graduates of the 2016 
class of Industrial Relations and 
H u m a n  R e s o u r c e s 
Management of the University 
were inducted and awarded the 
Human Resources Practitioners 
License as Associates of the 
Chartered Institute of Personnel 
M a n a g e m e n t  o f  N i g e r i a 
(CIPMN). These show that our 
s t u d e n t s  a r e  n o t  o n l y 
academically sound but are also 
professionally set to take their 
place in the world of work.
To further validate the quality 
of the Eagles released from this 
Royal Academy, the 2016 
edition of “The Nigerian 
Graduate Report” ranked 
Covenant University as the 
institution with the Most 
Employable Graduates among 
all Nigerian Universities, public 
and  pr i va te .  The  repor t 
r e v e a l e d  t h a t  t h e 
employability rate of Covenant 
University graduates is 90%. 
For this, we return the glory to 
God and deeply appreciate the 
facu l ty  and s ta f f  of  the 
U n i v e r s i t y  f o r  t h e i r 
unparalleled commitment and 
investments in our students.
For the fifth year running, 
Covenant University has 
been ranked number one in 
the Web of Repositories in 
Nigeria (2013-2017). Also, 
t h e  U n i ve r s i t y  wo n  t h e 
Education Leadership Award at 
the 6th Africa Education 
Leadership Awards organised 
b y  W o r l d  C S R  D a y  i n 
partnership with CMO Asia 
and Stars of Industry Group. 
The award was g iven in 
appreciation of the University's 
exceptional contribution to the 
educational landscape in 
Africa. 
Covenant University's daring 
goal to become one of the 
top ten universities in the 
world by the year 2022 has 
not gone unnoticed by the 
international community. 
Hence, the Vice-Chancellor 
was appointed in November 
2016 to serve as a member of 
the Informal Advisory Group 
on the potential future 
development of a Bespoke 
Times Higher Education 
African University Ranking. 
Without any doubt, God is 
committed to His promise to 
make Covenant University a 
leading citadel of learning in 
the world. We return all the 
glory to God.
It is on this note that I 
welcome you to this 12th 
Convocation Ceremony of 
Covenant University - the 
Release of Eagles 2017. May 
you enjoy the richness of 
God's blessings in Jesus 
name. 
Thank you.
Dr. David O. Oyedepo
C h a n c e l l o r ,  C o v e n a n t 
University
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S/N TITLE NAME 
1 Prof. Aderemi A. Atayero   Vice-Chancellor/Chairman
2 Prof. Shalom N. Chinedu   Deputy Vice-Chancellor
3 Dr. Olumuyiwa Oludayo   Registrar/Secretary
4 Dr. Jerome Idiegbeyan-Ose   Ag. Director, Centre for Learning Resources
5 Mr. Emmanuel Oyeku   Ag. Director, Financial Services
6 Dr. Gbenga M. Alalade    Director, Physical Planning and Development
7 Prof. Samuel T. Wara    Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies
8 Prof. Francis O. Iyoha   Dean, College of Business and Social Sciences 
9 Prof. Christian A. Bolu   Dean, College of Engineering
10 Prof. Charles U. Ogbulogo   Dean, College for Leadership Development Studies 
11 Prof. Nicholas A. Omoregbe   Dean, College of Science and Technology
12 Dr. Azubuike A. Ezenwoke    Dean, Students' Affairs
13 Dr. Justine O. Daramola    Director, Academic Planning Unit
14 Prof. Olawole O. Obembe    Director, Covenant University Centre for Research, Innovation and Discovery
15 Mr. Yinka J. Adeboye   Director, Centre for Systems and Information Services 
16 Dr. Edwin Agwu    Director, Quality and Academic Standards
17 Dr. Abiodun H. Adebayo   Sub-Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies
18 Prof. Adesola A. Ajayi   Head of Department, Biological Sciences
19 Prof. Innocent E. Chiluwa   Head of Department, Languages and General Studies
20 Prof. Patrick A. Edewor    Head of Department, Sociology
21 Dr. Olubukola R. Uwuigbe   Ag. Head of Department, Accounting
22 Dr. Oluwole A. Alagbe    Ag. Head of Department, Architecture
23 Dr. Kehinde A. Adetiloye   Ag. Head of Department, Banking and Finance
24 Dr. James D. Owolabi   Ag. Head of Department, Building Technology
25 Dr. Oluwole O. Iyiola    Ag. Head of Department, Business Management
26 Dr. Vincent E. Efeovbokhan   Ag. Head of Department, Chemical Engineering
27 Dr. Akan B. Williams    Ag. Head of Department, Chemistry
28 Dr. David O. Olukanni   Ag. Head of Department, Civil Engineering
29 Dr. Olufunke O. Oladipupo    Ag. Head of Department, Computer and Information Sciences
30 Dr. Stephen E. Osabuohien   Ag. Head of Department, Economics and Development Studies
31 Dr. Victor O. Matthews   Ag. Head of Department, Electrical and Information Engineering
32 Dr. Chukwuemeka O. Iroham   Ag. Head of Department, Estate Management
33 Dr. Lanre O. Amodu    Ag. Head of Department, Mass Communication
34 Dr. Timothy A. Anake   Ag. Head of Department, Mathematics
35 Dr. Oluseyi O. Ajayi    Ag. Head of Department, Mechanical Engineering
36 Dr. Paul A. Anawe    Ag. Head of Department, Petroleum Engineering
37 Dr. Mojisola R. Usikalu   Ag. Head of Department, Physics
38 Dr. Oluyemi O. Fayomi   Ag. Head of Department, Political Science and International Relations
39 Dr. Gbadebo O. Adejumo   Ag. Head of Department, Psychology
40 Prof. Albert B. Adeboye   Department of Architecture
41 Prof. Emeka E. Iweala   Department of Biological Sciences
MEMBERS OF THE SENATE 
DESIGNATION 
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S/N TITLE NAME DESIGNATION 
42 Prof. Emmanuel N. Maduagwu   Department of Biological Sciences
43 Prof. Louis O. Egwari    Department of Biological Sciences
44 Prof. Ojo K. Adekunle   Department of Biological Sciences
45 Prof. Solomon U. Oranusi   Department of Biological Sciences
46 Prof. Olabosipo I. Fagbenle   Department of Building Technology
47 Prof. Timothy O. Mosaku   Department of Building Technology
48 Prof. David M. Akinnusi   Department of Business Management
49 Prof. Abiodun J. Omoleye    Department of Chemical Engineering
50 Prof. Ambrose N. Anozie    Department of Chemical Engineering
51 Prof. Adedayo I. Inegbenebor   Department of Chemistry
52 Prof. Kolawole O. Ajanaku   Department of Chemistry
53 Prof. Omolara A. Bamgboye    Department of Chemistry
54 Prof. Opeyemi O. Ayejuyo    Department of Chemistry
55 Prof. Joseph O. Akinmusuru    Department of Civil Engineering
56 Prof. Charles K. Ayo    Department of Computer and Information  Sciences
57 Prof. Ezekiel F. Adebiyi   Department of Computer and Information Sciences
58 Prof. Gbolahan A. Oni    Department of Economics and Development Studies
59 Prof. Isaiah O. Olurinola    Department of Economics and Development Studies
60 Prof. Philip O. Alege     Department of Economics and Development Studies
61 Prof. Samson Edo    Department of Economics and Development Studies
62 Prof. Claudius O. Awosope    Department of Electrical and Information Engineering
63 Prof. Samuel N. John   Department of Electrical and Information Engineering
64 Prof. Sanjay Misra    Department of Electrical and Information Engineering
65 Prof. Samuel A. Oloyede   Department of Estate Management
66 Prof. Christopher O. Awonuga  Department of Languages and General Studies
67 Prof. Olorunfemi O. Taiwo   Department of Languages and General Studies
68 Prof. Taiwo O. Abioye   Department of Languages and General Studies
69 Prof. Samuel A. Iyase    Department of Mathematics
70 Prof. Anthony O. Inegbenebor   Department of Mechanical Engineering
71 Prof. Cleophas A. Loto   Department of Mechanical Engineering
72 Prof. Festus A. Oyawale    Department of Mechanical Engineering
73 Prof. Israel S. Dunmade    Department of Mechanical Engineering
74 Prof. Layioye O. Oyekunle   Department of Petroleum Engineering
75 Prof. Marvel L. Akinyemi   Department of Physics
76 Prof. Daniel E. Gberevbie    Department of Political Science and International Relations
77 Prof. Abiodun M. Gesinde   Department of Psychology
78 Prof. Amos A. Alao    Department of Psychology
MEMBERS OF THE SENATE 
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t is my great pleasure to 
Iwelcome you to the 12th Convocation Ceremony of 
Covenant University. In a global 
season that is marked with 
uncertainties and instabilities, we 
are in a good place at Covenant. 
Here we are graduating another 
set of expert thinkers and world 
changers rightly referred to as 
Eagles. Characteristically, the 
Eagle is known not only for its 
ability to thrive in adversity, but 
also the ability to convert the 
desruptive energy of a storm into 
fuel for its flight. The soon-to-be-
released Eagles before you today 
have been equipped with the 
capacity to face the storms of life - 
same storms that wreck other 
destinies - and soar on them to 
prominence by grace through 
faith. 
Covenant University is the 
foremost private institution of 
higher learning in Nigeria that 
is setting the pace for other 
institutions, public and private 
alike. In the words of Steve 
Jobs, “Innovation is what 
distinguishes between the 
leader and the fol lower,” 
Covenant has continued to be 
a t  t h e  c u t t i n g  e d g e  o f 
i n n o v a t i o n ,  h e n c e  o u r 
undisputed leadership. At the 
beginning of the 2016/2017 
academic session, we adopted 
the ReCITe agenda to further 
drive our quest to become one 
of the top ten universities in the 
world by year 2022, which we 
refer to as Vision 10:2022. 
ReCITe stands for Research, 
Citation, Innovation, Income, 
and Teaching, from which we 
coined the saying, “Research is 
our responsibility, Citation and 
Innovation leading to Income is 
our reward, and Teaching is our 
goal”. 
By making research our priority 
a t  C o v e n a n t ,  w e  h a v e 
committed ourselves to a 
continuous increase in the 
quality of our profile in the 
global community and the 
quality of teaching that our 
students enjoy from the faculty, 
since knowledge acquired is the 
k n o w l e d g e  s h a r e d .  T h i s 
strategic positioning of the 
University has begun to pay off 
as the Distinctive Competency 
Data Analytics of research 
publications by Elsevier SciVal 
revealed Covenant University as 
the world's number one in the 
research fields of Wind Power, 
Wind Turbine, Corrosion, 
Corrosion inhibitors, carbon 
steel; and the world's number 
two in Trade, Remittance, and 
H o u s i n g :  R e s i d e n t i a l 
satisfaction. These indicate that 
Covenant University is not only 
one of ten, but the number one 
globally in some research fields. 
Indeed, it is not difficult for God 
to fulfil Vision 10:2022 in 2017!  
Also, Covenant University was 
r a n ke d  t h e  B e s t  P r i va t e 
University in Nigeria in the 
January 2017 Webometric 
ranking, and number one in 
Nigeria in the Web Repository 
r a n k i n g ,  a  p o s i t i o n  t h e 
University has held since 2013. 
F u r t h e r m o r e ,  C o v e n a n t 
University's innovativeness was 
rewarded at the Technology and 
I n n o v a t i o n  E x p o'  2 0 1 7 , 
organised by the Federal 
M i n i s t r y  o f  S c i e n c e  a n d 
Te c h n o l o g y ,  w h e r e  t h e 
PROFESSOR AAA. ATAYERO
VICE-CHANCELLOR
COVENANT UNIVERSITY
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR’S  WELCOME ADDRESS 
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University emerged 3rd in the 
Tertiary Institution Category out 
of the 64 institutions that 
p a r t i c i p a t e d .  C o v e n a n t 
University's mini bus won the 3rd 
place out of the 640 products that 
were exhibited. Also, at the 
Biennial Higher Education Award 
Series (BHEADS) organised by 
the AVCNU/CVC, Covenant 
University's Energy Retention 
Bag for Vaccine Transportation 
w o n  t h e  A g r i c u l t u re  a n d 
Veterinary Medicine Award. The 
University also won the Best Use 
of Technology Award among 
private universities in Nigeria at 
the 2nd Nigerian Technology 
Awards on November 26, 2016.
Awards and laurels are not limited 
to the faculty of the University as 
the students also bear this 
re m a r k a b l e  s t re a k  o f  t h e 
Covenant Identity. Three Hult 
Te a m s  t h a t  r e p r e s e n t e d 
Covenant University at the 8th 
Annual Hult Prize qualified for 
the Regional Finals in 2017. A 300 
Level student of Information and 
Communication Engineering and 
the President of the Covenant 
University Literary and Debating 
Society (CULDS) was selected for 
the prestigious 2017 Study of 
United States Institute (SUSI) 
F e l l o w s h i p  f o r  S t u d e n t 
Leaders. Members of the 
Covenant University Enactus 
t e a m ,  a n  i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
n o n p r o f i t  o r g a n i z a t i o n 
dedicated to inspiring students 
to improve the world through 
entrepreneurship, having 
successfully won third place in 
l a s t  yea r 's  compet i t ion , 
emerged second place winners 
in this year's competition to 
the Glory of God. Later this 
month, July 2017, Covenant 
University will receive the 
Global Award for Perfection, 
Quality and Ideal Performance 
by Otherways Management & 
Consulting at an International 
Convention in Italy, Rome. 
These and many other awards 
have proved the hand of God 
on the University. At Covenant 
U n i v e r s i t y ,  w e  c a n 
unequivocally say that all our 
achievements from inception 
and  pa r t i cu l a r l y  i n  th i s 
academic session have been by 
the hand of God. 
In the words of our dear 
Chancellor, Dr. David Oyedepo, 
Professor AAA. Atayero
V i c e - C h a n c e l l o r , 
Covenant University, Ota
“ I t  i s  foo l i shness  to  be 
shameful of what is gainful”. 
Therefore, we unashamedly 
return all the glory to God for 
H i s  unpara l l e l  deeds  in 
Covenant University.
At this point, I congratulate the 
2017 graduating students. As 
you begin your flight, may you 
always rise above all the 
storms of life to achieve 
success in all your ways in 
Jesus name. I also congratulate 
the parents and guardians 
here present. May your joy on 
these ones be ever increasing 
in Jesus name. To friends and 
well-wishers, thank you for 
being a part of the joy of today. 
A n d  t o  t h e  C o v e n a n t 
University community, thank 
you for partnering with God to 
birth this new generation of 
world changers.  You are 
welcome again to the Release 
of Eagles 2017. 
Thank you and God bless you.     
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ecilia Akintomide is an 
Cattorney, a member of the Nigerian Bar and 
the New York Bar. She has 
been an independent non-
executive Director on the 
Board of FBN Holdings Plc. 
since July 19, 2016, and serves 
on  the  Sta tutor y  Audi t 
Committee and the Finance 
and Investment Committee of 
that board. She was until 
recently the Vice-President 
and Secretary General (VPSG) 
of the African Development 
Bank ,  where  she  was 
responsible for corporate 
g o v e r n a n c e  i n  t h e 
institution. She managed 
the Secretariat as well as 
shareho lder  re la t ions 
involving 80 member states 
and was responsible for the 
work programmes of the 
Boards, and the institution's 
diplomatic relations.  Prior 
to her role as VPSG, she 
headed the public and 
private sector financing 
l e g a l  s e r v i c e s  t e a m , 
c o v e r i n g  p r o j e c t s 
continent-wide, and also 
served as Chief Counsel 
Institutional Affairs, as well 
as Finance Counsel. 
Cecilia Akintomide has 
practiced law in different 
jurisdictions, including 
ser v ing as  a  Bus iness 
Reorganization Associate in 
the law firm of Weil Gotshal 
& Manges, in New York, 
and as a Junior Associate at 
O. Thomas & Co., Lagos. 
She was a member of the 
United Nations election 
monitoring team for the 
1994 presidential elections 
MS. CECILIA AKINTOMIDE, OON.  
FORMER VICE-PRRESIDENT AND SECRETARY GENERAL, 
AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
in South Africa, won by 
Nelson Mandela. She was 
awarded Officer of the Order 
of the Niger (OON) by the 
Government of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria in 2014 
f o r  h e r  m e r i t o r i o u s 
contributions in the field of 
International Development. 
Cecilia is experienced in 
working and leading in a 
multicultural and bilingual 
environment, and a frequent 
speaker at international 
events on Law, Development 
and Gender. 
She is a graduate of the 
U n i ve r s i t y  o f  I f e  ( n o w 
O b a f e m i  A w o l o w o 
University) and received her 
masters' degrees in law from 
the University of Miami 
School  of  Law and the 
University of Pennsylvania 
Law School. Cecilia holds 
national gold and bronze 
medals in swimming as a then 
member of the Oyo State 
swimming team. She is a 
Deaconess as wel l  as a 
member of the church choir, 
Living Faith Church, Abidjan.
CITATION OF MS. CECILIA AKINTOMIDE, OON.  (KEYNOTE SPEAKER)
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rofessor Julius Amioba Okojie 
Pwas born on 27th July, 1948 and had his primary and secondary 
education at Government Primary 
School, Uromi; Annunciation Catholic 
C o l l e g e ,  I r r u a ;  a n d  F e d e r a l 
Government College, Warri. In 1969, 
he was admitted into the University of 
Ibadan to pursue a degree in Forestry. 
He graduated in 1972 in the Second 
Class Upper Division. A few years later, 
he proceeded to the prestigious Yale 
University, USA for his Master's 
Degree in Forestry where he obtained 
a dist inct ion in Stat ist ics  and 
Mensuration. On his return to Nigeria, 
his quest for greater challenges in 
academics led him to enrol for a 
doctorate degree programme at the 
University of Ibadan in 1978. He was 
awarded the Ph.D in Forestr y 
Resource Management by the 
premier University in 1981. Before 
proceeding for his Master's Degree in 
the USA, Professor Okojie worked 
briefly between 1972 and 1974 as 
Research Officer at the Forestry 
Research Institute, Ibadan. In 1978, he 
joined the University of Ibadan as 
Lecturer II and was promoted Senior 
Lecturer in 1983. He rose to the rank of 
Professor of Forestry Resource 
Management  in  1990 .  At  the 
University of Ibadan, Professor Okojie 
was a highly decorated National 
Athlete.  He participated in the West 
African Universities Games and the 
Olympic trials in the track and field 
events.
 Professor Okojie has held 
many administrative positions at 
national and international levels. 
These include:
   Sub-Dean, Faculty of Agriculture 
and Forestry, University of Ibadan, 
Ibadan;
   Dean, College of Environmental 
Resources Management, 
University of Agriculture, 
Abeokuta 1990-1994;
   Deputy Vice-Chancellor, 
University of Agriculture, 
Abeokuta, 1994-1995;
   V i c e - P r e s i d e n t , 
Association of African 
Universities, 2001;
   M e m b e r ,  B o a r d  o f 
International Institute for 
Tropica l  Agr icu l ture 
(IITA), 2000/2001;
   M e m b e r ,  B o a r d  o f 
A s s o c i a t i o n  o f 
C o m m o n w e a l t h 
Universities, 2001;
   V i c e - C h a n c e l l o r , 
University of Agriculture, 
Abeokuta, 1996 -2001.
 He belongs to many 
professional bodies and has 
PROF. JULIUS OKOJIE, OON
IMMEDIATE PAST EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES COMMISSION.
had many awards and distinctions.
 His numerous Fellowship 
awards include the Royal Society 
(Nu f f i e ld  Foundat ion )  1986 
Fe l lowship ;  Senior  Fulbr ight 
Fe l lowship 1987/88 ( for  B io  
diversity); he was one of only 5 
recipients throughout the world; 
and the United Nations University 
Fellowship. He is a Fellow, African 
Academy of Science (FAAS); Fellow 
Science Association of Nigeria 
(FSAN), Fellow Forestry Association 
of Nigeria (FFAN) and Fellow 
Agricultural Society of Nigeria 
(FASN). 
 It is also to the credit of this 
erudite and unassuming scholar 
that during his tenure as Vice-
Chancellor,  the University of 
Agriculture Abeokuta was ranked 
Number one Nigerian University by 
NUC at that time. 
 Following his excellent 
p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  p r e v i o u s 
administrative positions, the 
proprietors of Bells University of 
Technology, Ota, found Professor 
J u l i u s  O k o j i e  w o r t h y  o f 
appointment as pioneer Vice-
Chancellor of the Institution in 
July, 2005.
Professor Okojie has, at 
d i f fe rent  t imes ,  ser ved as 
Chairman and member of various 
S t a n d i n g  a n d  A d - h o c 
committees, special panels as well 
a s  s e r v i n g  a s  e x t e r n a l 
examiner/assessor to a number of 
N i g e r i a n  a n d  o v e r s e a s 
Universities. A good number of 
professors and higher degree 
holders owe their successes to the 
tu te lage  and  d i l igence  of 
Professor Okojie. His outstanding 
performance as Vice-Chancellor, 
amiable character and humility 
endeared him to his fellow Vice-
CITATION ON PROFESSOR JULIUS OKOJIE, OON (DISTINGUISHED CONVOCATION LECTURER)
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Chancellors who chose to elect him to 
the exalted position of Chairman, 
Committee of Vice-Chancellors of 
Nigerian Federal Universities in 2001. 
He is reputed for his great listening 
ability and an open door policy.
A scholar of international 
repute, Professor Okojie has many 
published scholarly works in books, 
national and international journals, in 
the area of ecological modeling and 
on issues on higher education 
development. A member of many elite 
academic and professional bodies, he 
has also won many laurels and awards 
including the coveted Zik Award for 
Distinguished Leadership and the 
Laurie Prize in Forestry. In November 
2011, Professor Okojie was conferred 
with the national award of Officer of 
the Order of the Niger (OON) by His 
Excellency, Dr. Goodluck Ebele 
Jonathan.
 He  jo ined the  Nat iona l 
Universities Commission (NUC) in 
August 2002 as a Visiting Professor. 
While in the Commission, he chaired 
the Standing Committee on Private 
Universities (SCOPU). It is to his credit 
that a large number of private 
universities (63) out of (68) between 
2002 and 2016 received the Federal 
Government's approval during his 
tenure as Chairman, SCOPU and 
Executive Secretary, NUC.
 Professor Julius A. Okojie was 
f i r s t  appointed the  Execut ive 
Secretary, National Universities 
Commission, in 2006.  He was 
reappointed in August 2011 for a 
second term. He, therefore, served for 
a total period of 10 years, one of only 
two such long serving Executive 
Secretaries. Some of his achievements 
as the Executive Secretary include the 
establ ishment of the Nigerian 
Re s e a rc h  E d u c a t i o n  N e t w o r k 
(NgREN): 
   To  p rov ide  more  and 
cheaper bandwidth for member 
institutions.
   To provide an efficient 
network infrastructure to the 
R e s e a r c h  a n d  E d u c a t i o n 
communi ty,  and estab l i sh  a 
framework that enables resource 
sharing and facilitates innovation 
and development.
   To provide network services 
and applications such as identity 
federation, e-content, hosting, 
network secur i ty,  bandwidth 
management ,  I P  te lephony, 
videoconferencing, among others 
to the research community.
   To promote linkages and 
co l l abora t ions  between the 
research community, industry, 
g o v e r n m e n t  a n d  o t h e r 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  r e s e a r c h  a n d 
education communities in order to 
transmit  research to commercial 
products for the benefit of the 
nation.
   To leverage technology to 
promote new and innovative ways 
of teaching and learning.
 Establishment of the African 
Centres of Excellence (ACE): 
The objective of the ACE project was 
to promote regional specialisation 
amongst participating universities 
within areas that address particular 
regional development challenges 
and strengthen the capacities of 
these universities to deliver high 
qual i ty training and appl ied 
research. 
The primary focus of the 
Project is in three thematic areas: (i) 
Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (STEM); (ii) Health 
Sciences and (iii) Agriculture. 
Nigeria hosts ten (10) of the twenty 
two (22) Centres of Excellence. The 
funding level is over $70 Million.
 Review of  Benchmark 
Minimum Academic Standards 
(BMAS) and effective regulation to 
strengthen the quality of university 
education in Nigeria: Conducted 
programme Audit and NUC was 
strong on regulation. During his 
tenure, the number of Universities 
in Nigeria doubled.  For his 
leadership quality, the general 
improvement in quality and access 
of the Nigerian universities system, 
t h e  f o l l o w i n g  u n i v e r s i t i e s 
honoured him with the Doctor of 
Science Degree, (D.Sc) Honoris 
Causa: 
Kwararafa University, Wukari, 
Taraba State
Plateau State University, Bokkos, 
Plateau State 
 The Professor of Forest 
Resources Management has 
remained an invaluable force in 
national development and an 
inspiration to both town and gown 
in and outside the shores of 
N i g e r i a .  H i s  c o n s i s t e n t 
commitment to higher education 
has gained him national and 
international  accolades.  His 
u n f l i n c h i n g  c o n c e r n  f o r 
community development earned 
him the traditional titles of Aare 
Agbe of Egbaland and Omotadese 
of Owu Kingdom which were 
conferred on him by the traditional 
rulers of both kingdoms.
 Professor Okojie is married 
to Erelu Oluremi Okojie, retired 
Principal of Mary Way College, St 
Theresa College and St. Louis 
College, all in Ibadan. They are 
b l e s s e d  w i t h  c h i l d re n  a n d 
grandchildren.
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PROGRAMME OF EVENTS
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Event   Time                                                         
Graduands to be seated  8.00am – 8.30am
All Guests take their seats  8.30am – 9.00am
Academic/Chancellor's Procession  9.00am – 9.15am
Opening Prayer          -  Chaplain  9.15am – 9.17am
National/Covenant University Anthems - CU Band 9.17am – 9.22am 
Opening Hymn    -  (Great is thy Faithfulness)       9.22am – 9.27am
Welcome         -Registrar  9.27am – 9.30am
Bible Reading  - BOR Member  9.30am – 9.33am
Declaration by the Chancellor  9.33am – 9.35am
Address by Executive Secretary, NUC  9.35am – 9.40am
Vice-Chancellor's Address  9.40am – 9.50am
Chancellor's Address  9.50am – 10.05am
Citation of the Keynote Speaker  10.05am – 10.10am
Keynote Address -Ms. Cecilia Akintomide, OON.          10.10am – 10.30am
Admission to Higher Degrees  10.30am – 10.45am
Admission to First Degrees  10.45am – 11.08am
Turning of Tassels  11.08am – 11.10am
Presentation of Special Awards & Prizes - DSA 11.10am – 11.20am
Goodwill Messages  11.20am – 11.30am
Response by the Best Graduating Student  11.30am – 11.35am
Announcement                                   - Chair, CPC  11.35am – 11.40am
Vote of Thanks                                      - DVC  11.40am – 11.45am
Benediction & Closing  11.45am – 11.50am
CU Anthem  11.50am – 11.52am
National Anthem  11.52am – 11.55am
Recession/Release of Symbolic Balloons   11.55am – 12.00noon
As the procession commences and the Covenant University Band provides music, the Assembly will 
remain standing for the Academic Procession. The Procession will enter the Convocation Arena in 
the following order: 
The Students' Affairs Officer will lead
Alumni Officials
Head, Academic Affairs will lead
Members of Senate
The Sub-Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies 
Director, Centre for Systems & Information Services
Director, Physical Planning and Development
Dean, Students' Affairs
The Deans of Colleges, 
The Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies
The Chaplain
Director, Centre for Learning Resources
Director, Financial Services
The Assembly will stand as the Chancellor's 
Procession enters.
CHANCELLOR'S PROCESSION
Registrar
Registrars of other Universities
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Vice-Chancellors of other Universities
Vice-Chancellor
Pro-Chancellors of other Universities
Chancellors of other Universities
Mace Bearer
Executive Secretary, NUC
Minister of Education
The Board of Regents
Vice-President, Education
The Chancellor
When the Chancellor has taken his seat, 
the Assembly will take their seats.
The Registrar will rise and call for an 
opening prayer. This will be followed by:  
the National and the Covenant University 
Anthems (see  the next page)
ACADEMIC PROCESSION  
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OPENING HYMN
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1.  Arise O compatriots
    Nigeria’s call obey
    To serve our fatherland
    With love and strength and faith
    The labour of our heroes past 
    Shall never be in vain
    To serve with heart and might 
    One nation bound in freedom
    Peace and unity 
    
2.  Oh God of creation
     Direct our noble cause
     Guide our leaders right
     Help our youth the truth to know
     In love and honesty to grow
     And living just and truth
     Great lofty heights attain
     To build a nation where peace
     And justice shall reign  
We're a covenant generation
Pursuing excellence 
Redeemed to reign
Learning to lead
We are bound by an oath
Obeying rules to rule
Making kings of youths
Flying high on covenant wings
Wisdom's call for change
Inspired on fire
With courage 
Marching on in grace
God's own arrow
Shot for glory.
2
1 
Covenant generation arise
Light and knowledge to shine
Glorious foundation stone
Leadership skills to show
Departing from knowledge
To empowerment
Legalism to realism
Wisdom's call for change
Inspired on fire
With courage marching on in grace
God's own arrow
Shot for glory.
NATIONAL ANTHEM COVENANT UNIVERSITY ANTHEM
The University Orator will call on the Assembly to rise and sing the Opening Hymn 
(see  the next page)
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1  “Great is Thy faithfulness,” O God my Father,
There is no shadow of turning with Thee;
Thou changest not, Thy compassions, they fail not
As Thou hast been Thou forever wilt be. 
Refrain:
 “Great is Thy faithfulness!” “Great is Thy faithfulness!”
Morning by morning new mercies I see;
All I have needed Thy hand hath provided—
“Great is Thy faithfulness,” Lord, unto me! 
2  Summer and winter, and springtime and harvest,
 Sun, moon and stars in their courses above,
Join with all nature in manifold witness
To Thy great faithfulness, mercy and love. 
Refrain:
3  Pardon for sin and a peace that endureth,
Thine own dear presence to cheer and to guide;
Strength for today and bright hope for tomorrow,
Blessings all mine, with ten thousand beside!
Refrain:
OPENING HYMN
Welcome by the Registrar
Bible Reading 
Declaration by the Chancellor
Immediately after the Bible Reading, the Vice- 
Chancellor will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Upon the powers conferred on me as the 
Vice-Chancellor of Covenant University, I have 
the honour and privilege to respectfully call 
upon the Chancellor, to declare the Assembly 
constituted. The Chancellor, Sir”.
The Chancellor will rise, and say:
“Upon the powers conferred on me by the 
University Statute as the Chancellor of 
Covenant University, and Chairman of the 
Board of Regents, in the name of the Lord 
Jesus Christ, the Son of the Living God, I now 
declare this Assembly, a convocation of 
Covenant University, constituted for the 
purpose of the award of First and Higher 
Degrees of the Covenant University.
The Chancellor takes his seat.
Address by the Executive Secretary, NUC
The Vice-Chancellor will rise, doff his cap and 
say:
“I have the honour and privilege to call upon 
the  Executive Secretary, NUC to address the 
Convocation. The Executive Secretary, Sir.”
The Executive Secretary, NUC addresses the 
Convocation
Address by the Vice-Chancellor
After the address by the Executive Secretary, 
NUC, the Registrar will rise, doff his cap and 
say:
“May I respectfully invite the Vice-Chancellor 
to address the Convocation”. The Vice-
Chancellor delivers his address and takes his 
seat.
Address by The Chancellor
After the Vice-Chancellor's address, the Vice-
Chancellor will rise, doff his cap and say:
“May I respectfully invite the Chancellor to 
address the Convocation”.
The Chancellor addresses the Convocation. 
Citation of the Keynote Speaker
Keynote Address
After the Chancellor's address, the Vice-
Chancellor will rise and say:
“I have the honour and privilege to call upon 
Ms. Cecilia Akintomide, OON to deliver the 
Keynote Address.’’ 
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Ms. Cecilia Akintomide delivers the 
keynote address.
A D M I S S I O N  T O  P O S T G R A D U AT E 
DIPLOMA AND HIGHER DEGREES
The Vice-Chancellor will rise, doff his cap and 
say:
“Chancellor, Sir, the persons whose names will 
be called have fulfilled the requirements of the 
Statutes and Regulations of the School of 
Postgraduate Studies, Covenant University, 
and have been found worthy both in character 
and in learning to be admitted to the 
Postgraduate Diploma, Master’s and Doctor 
of Philosophy Degrees of their various 
Colleges”.
School of Postgraduate Studies  
The Registrar will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Graduands in the School of 
Postgraduate Studies please rise and remain 
standing. I now call on the Dean, School of 
Postgraduate Studies to present his 
candidates for the conferment of Higher 
Degrees”.
The Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies, 
will rise, doff his cap and address the Chancellor 
as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the Colleges, 
and by the authority of Senate, I have the 
honour to present to you the persons standing 
and those absent for sufficient cause, who have 
been found worthy both in character and in 
learning, whose names appear on this list and 
for whom I stand proxy, to be awarded the 
Postgraduate Diploma, Master of Arts, Master 
of Business Administration, Master of Science, 
Master of Engineering and Doctor of 
Ph i losophy  Degrees  in  (Account ing , 
A rc h i t e c t u re ,  B a n k i n g  a n d  F i n a n c e , 
Biochemistry, Biology, Building Technology, 
B u s i n e s s  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ,  C h e m i c a l 
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Computer 
Engineering, Computer Science, Demography 
and Social Statistics, Economics, Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering, English, Estate 
Management, Industrial Chemistry, Industrial 
Mathematics, Industrial Physics, Industrial 
Relations and Human Resource Management, 
Information and Communication Engineering, 
Internat ional  Relat ions ,  Management 
Information System, Marketing,  Mass 
Communication, Mechanical Engineering, 
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Microbiology, Petroleum Engineering, Policy 
and Strategic Studies, Political Science, 
Psychology, Public Administration and 
Sociology) of Covenant University”. 
  
The recipients will remain standing while the 
Chancellor says:
“I admit you all’’
The Dean will read out the names of the 
Graduating Students for Ph.D as they file out to 
shake hands with the Chancellor and the Vice-
Chancellor.
ADMISSION TO FIRST DEGREES
The Vice-Chancellor will rise, doff his cap and 
address the Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, the persons whose names will 
be called have fulfilled the requirements of the 
Statutes and Regulations of Covenant 
University, and have been found worthy both in 
character and in learning to be admitted to the 
Degrees of their various Colleges”.
I. College of Business and Social Sciences 
The Registrar  will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Graduands in the College of Business 
and Social Sciences please rise and remain 
standing. I now call on the Dean,  College of 
Business and Social Sciences to present his 
candidates for the conferment of Degrees”.
The Dean, College of Business and Social 
Sciences, will rise, doff his cap and address the 
Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the College of 
Business and Social Sciences, and by the 
authority of Senate, I have the honour to 
present to you the persons standing and those 
absent for sufficient cause, who have been 
found worthy both in character and in learning, 
whose names appear on this list and for whom I 
stand proxy,  to be awarded the Degree of 
Bachelor of Science in (Accounting, Banking 
and Finance, Business Administration, 
Demography and Social Statistics, Economics,   
Industrial Relations and Human Resource 
M a n a g e m e n t ,  M a r k e t i n g , M a s s 
Communication and Sociology) of  Covenant 
University”.
The recipients will remain standing while the 
Chancellor says:
“I admit you all.”
 
The Dean will read out the names of 
Graduands on the first class list as they file out 
to shake hands with the Chancellor.
II. College Of Leadership Development 
Studies 
The Registrar  will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Graduating Students in the  College of 
Leadership Development Studies please rise 
and remain standing. I now call on the Dean, 
College of Leadership Development Studies to 
present his candidates for the conferment of 
Degrees.”
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remain standing. I now call on the Dean, 
College of Science and Technology to present 
his candidates for the conferment of Degrees”
The Dean, College of Science and Technology 
will rise, doff his cap and address the 
Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the College of 
Science and Technology and by the authority 
of Senate, I have the honour to present to you 
the persons standing and those absent for 
sufficient cause, who have been found worthy 
both in character and learning, whose names 
appear on the list and for whom I stand proxy, 
to be awarded the Degree of Bachelor of 
Science in (Architecture, Building Technology, 
Estate Management, Applied Biology and 
Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Microbiology, 
Industrial Chemistry, Computer Science, 
Management Information System, Industrial 
Mathematics and Industrial Physics) of 
Covenant University”.
The recipients will remain standing while the 
Chancellor says:
“I admit you all.”
The Dean will read out the names of 
T h e  D e a n ,  C o l l e g e  o f  L e a d e r s h i p 
Development Studies will rise, doff his cap and 
address the Chancellor as follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the College of 
Leadership Development Studies and by the 
authority of Senate, I have the honour to 
present to you the persons standing and those 
absent for sufficient cause, who have been 
found worthy both in character and learning, 
whose names appear on the list and for whom 
I stand proxy, to be awarded the Degree of 
Bachelor  of  Sc ience/Ar t  in  (Engl ish , 
International Relations, Policy and Strategic 
Studies, Political Science and  Psychology) of 
Covenant University”.
The recipients will remain standing while the 
Chancellor says:
“I admit you all.”
The Dean will read out the names of 
Graduands on the first class list as they file out 
to shake hands with the Chancellor.
III. College Of Science and Technology 
The Registrar  will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Graduating Students in the  College 
of Science and Technology please rise and 
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Graduands on the first class list as they file out 
to shake hands with the Chancellor.
IV. College Of Engineering
The Registrar  will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Will the Graduating Students in the  College 
of Engineering please rise and remain 
standing. I now call on the Dean, College of 
Engineering to present his candidates for the 
conferment of Degrees”.
The Dean, College of Engineering will rise, 
doff his cap and address the Chancellor as 
follows:
“Chancellor, Sir, in the name of the College of 
Engineering and by the authority of Senate, I 
have the honour to present to you the persons 
standing and those absent for sufficient 
cause, who have been found worthy both in 
character and learning, whose names appear 
on the list and for whom I stand proxy, to be 
awarded the Degree of  Bachelor  of 
Engineering in (Civil Engineering, Computer 
Engineering, Electrical and Electronics 
E n g i n e e r i n g ,  I n f o r m a t i o n  a n d 
Communication Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Chemical Engineering and 
Petroleum Engineering) of Covenant 
University”.
The recipients will remain standing while the 
Chancellor says:
“I admit you all.”
The Dean will read out the names of 
Graduands on the first class list as they file out 
to shake hands with the Chancellor.
Turning of Tassels
PRESENTATION OF SPECIAL AWARDS & 
PRIZES
The Registrar  will rise, doff his cap and say:
“Chancellor, Sir, I now have the honour to call 
upon the Dean of Students' Affairs to present  
the Best Graduating Students in their 
respective programmes.”
The Dean of Students' Affairs will rise, doff 
his cap and say:
“Chancellor, Sir, by the authority of Senate, I 
present to you the following persons of the 
Colleges of Business & Social Sciences, 
College of Leadership Development Studies, 
College of Science & Technology and College 
of Engineering who have emerged as Best 
Graduating Students in their respective 
programmes.”
As the Dean of Students' Affairs reads out the 
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Benediction and Closing
The Vice-Chancellor will rise and doff his cap 
and say:
“May I respectfully call upon the Chancellor to 
give the benediction and declare the 
Convocation closed”.
The Chancellor will give the benediction and 
declare the Convocation closed by saying:
“In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy 
Ghost, I now declare this Convocation closed”.
The University Anthem will be played
The National Anthem will be played.
The Procession will leave the University Chapel 
in the reverse order as follows and symbolic 
balloons will be released simultaneously:
ORDER OF PROCESSION
Mace Bearer
Chancellor
Vice-President, Education
The Board of Regents
Minister of Education
Executive Secretary, NUC
Chancellors of other Universities
Pro-Chancellors of other Universities
Vice-Chancellor
names, each recipient will ascend the dais, 
bow and shake hands with the Chancellor. The 
Vice-Chancellor will shake hands with each 
person.
Goodwill Messages 
The Registrar will rise, doff his cap and say: 
“All Visiting Vice-Chancellors, Registrars and 
friends of Covenant University are now invited 
to come out and present their goodwill 
messages to the Vice- Chancellor.”
All Vice-Chancellors will come out, shake 
hands with the Vice-Chancellor, deliver their 
goodwill messages and return to their seats.
Response on behalf of Graduating Students
The Registrar will rise and call upon a 
representatives of the Best Graduating to 
respond on behalf of the graduates.
Announcements
The Chairman, Convocation Planning 
Committee will rise and make some special 
announcements. 
Vote of Thanks 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor will move the vote of 
thanks.
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Vice-Chancellors of other Universities
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Registrars of other Universities
Registrar
Director, Financial Services
Director, Centre for Learning Resources
The Chaplain
The Dean of School of Postgraduate Studies
The Deans of Colleges 
Dean, Students' Affairs
Director, Physical Planning and Development
Director, Centre for Systems & Information 
Services
The Sub-Dean, School of Postgraduate Studies
Members of Senate. 
The Assembly will be requested to remain 
standing until the procession has left the 
Convocation Arena
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COVENANT UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
M.Sc, Ph.D Accounting  
M.Sc, Ph.D Banking and Finance  
M.Sc, MBA, Ph.D Business Administration  
M.Sc, Ph.D Industrial Relations and Human   
   Resource Management  
M.Sc, MBA, Ph.D Marketing  
M.Sc, Ph.D Demography and Social Statistics  
M.Sc, Ph.D Economics  
M.Sc, Ph.D Mass Communication  
M.Sc, Ph.D Sociology  
M.Sc, Ph.D International Relations  
M.Sc, Ph.D Policy and Strategic Studies  
M.Sc, Ph.D Political Science  
MPA, M.Sc, Ph.D Public Administration  
M.Sc, Ph.D Counselling
M.Sc, Ph.D Psychology
M.A, Ph.D  English 
M.Eng, Ph.D Civil Engineering 
M.Eng, Ph.D Computer Engineering 
M.Eng, Ph.D Electrical & Electronics Engineering 
M.Eng, Ph.D Information and Comm. Engineering
M.Eng, Ph.D Mechanical Engineering 
M.Eng, Ph.D Chemical  Engineering 
M.Eng, Ph.D Petroleum Engineering 
M.Sc, Ph.D Architecture 
M.Sc, Ph.D Building Technology 
M.Sc, Ph.D Estate Management
M.Sc, Ph.D Applied Biology and Biotechnology 
M.Sc, Ph.D Biochemistry 
M.Sc, Ph.D Microbiology
M.Sc, Ph.D  Industrial Chemistry
M.Sc, Ph.D Management and Information Systems
M.Sc, Ph.D Management Information System 
M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D Industrial Mathematics 
M.Sc, Ph.D Industrial Physics 
B. Sc Accounting (4yrs)
B. Sc Banking and Finance (4yrs)
B. Sc Business Administration (4yrs)
B. Sc Industrial Relations and Human 
 Resource Management (4yrs)
B. Sc Marketing (4yrs)
B. Sc Demography and Social Statistics (4yrs)
B. Sc Economics (4yrs)
B. Sc Mass Communication (4yrs)
B. Sc Sociology (4yrs)
B. Sc International Relations (4yrs)
B. Sc Policy and Strategic Studies (4yrs)
B. Sc Political Science (4yrs)
B. Sc Psychology (4yrs)
B. A  English (4yrs)
B. Eng Civil Engineering (5yrs)
B. Eng Computer Engineering (5yrs)
B. Eng Electrical & Electronics Engineering (5yrs)
B. Eng Information and Comm. Engineering (5yrs)
B. Eng Mechanical Engineering (5yrs)
B. Eng Chemical  Engineering (5yrs)
B. Eng Petroleum Engineering (5yrs)
B.Sc Architecture (4yrs)
B.Sc Building Technology (5yrs)
B.Sc Estate Management (5yrs)
B.Sc Applied Biology and Biotechnology (4yrs)
B.Sc Biochemistry (4yrs)
B.Sc Microbiology (4yrs)
B.Sc Industrial Chemistry (4yrs)
B.Sc Computer Science (4yrs)
B.Sc Management Information System (4yrs)
B.Sc Industrial Mathematics (4yrs)
B.Sc Industrial Physics (4yrs)
UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC 
PROGRAMMES
POSTGRADUATE ACADEMIC 
PROGRAMMES
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THE SCHOOL OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES LIST OF GRADUATING STUDENTS
PGD BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
1 ADERETI Oluwadare Paul 05AG02103
2 AKINDELE Remilekun Aminat 15PAB00977
3 AKINYEMI Peter Oluwafemi 15PAB00701
4 ARIBISALA Ayodeji Ola 08AA06647
5 EDENNAMANI Anthony Nnamdi 15PAB00973
PGD DEMOGRAPHY AND SOCIAL STATISTICS
1 ADEPOJU Oluwabukola Folasade 08AE08488
2 AKINPELU Omolola Olubunmi 15PAE01262
3 ADEKUNLE Richmond Ismaila 15PAE01051
PGD FINANCE
1 FAWUNMI Oluwabunmi K. 13PAG00513
1 ALADE Omotola Temidayo 15PAB00984
PGD MARKETING
1 JOHNSON Olubunmi Hepzibah 15PAD01278
PGD INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
1 ADEBAYO Grace Taiwo 15PAH01148
PGD CIVIL ENGINEERING
1 ADEYINKA Michael Oluwadare 15PCI01016
2 ALUGBIN Olumide Olaide 14PCI00743
3 IDAM Egeleonuwa 14PCI00744
4 IGE Babatunde Mutiu 15PCI01013
PGD ELECTRICAL INFORMATION AND ENGINEERING
1 OJEWANDE Olasunkanmi Samuel 13PCK00526
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
PGD INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
27
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5 OLATUNJI Omojuowolo Ruth 13PCM00531
PGD BIOCHEMISTRY
1 ADEDUNTAN Margaret 14PCP00740
2 OYELADE Ifeoluwa Feyisayo 15PCP00963
PGD ESTATE MANAGEMENT
1 FADAHUNSI Jesulayomi Omolara 08CL08232
2 OCHIM Modupe Rachael 15PCL01267
3 OYELAKIN Oyenike Ajoke 14PCL000754
PGD MICROBIOLOGY
1 ADEJIMI Morenike Ruth 15PCQ01213
2 AROMOLARAN Adeseun 15PCO000905
3 ADENIJI Omolara Folakemi 15PCQ01219
4 AYUBA Adetolase Oluwaseun 15PCQ01220
M.Sc. ACCOUNTING
1 ADESINA Kehinde 15PAA00895
2 ADUBI Akindele Olubukola 15PAA00885
3 AGBA Love Uyoyoghene 15PAA00887
4 AINA Olawale Adeniyi 15PAA00883
5 AJETUNMOBI Opeyemi Olaoluwa 09AA08504
6 AKOMOLAFE Johnson Adewale 15PAA00893
7 BASSEY Inemesit Ibanga 08AA06654
8 DOSUNMU Benjamin Ayodele 15PAA00884
9 EGHAREVBA Jedidah Wisdom 15PAA00879
10 ELUYELA Damilola Felix 15PAA00902
11 FADAH Dein 14PAA00607
12 ILOGHO Simon Osiregbemhe 15PAA00903
13 ODERINDE Abiodun Abel 15PAA00889
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
PGD MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
1 AYINDE Oluseyi Kazeem 14PCM00764
2 BANJO Olanrewaju Solomon 14PCM00765
3 JOHN Gbadebo Samuel 14PCM00767
4 KEHINDE Oluyemi 14PCM00768
5 EJE Stephanie Ajewe 09AG08630
6 IBIDAPO David Timilehin 15PAG01107
7 ILORI Mayowa Morayo 08AG06763
8 ISHOLA Mercy Oluwatobi 15PAG01113
9 ODUTOLA Olayinka Alade 15PAG01120
10 OKAFOR Chinelo Peace 15PAG01110
11 UCHEAGA Emeka Gerald 15PAG01106
MBA FINANCE
1 ADEYEMO Adebisi Ibukunoluwa 08CF07624
2 OLUWAFEMI Temitope Victoria 08AA06703
M.Sc. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
1 ADEBAYO Olufunke Patricia 15PAB00976
2 ADESANYA Oluwaseyi Ayobowale 10AB010312
3 ADESANYA Oluwatoyin Mojisola 15PAB01000
4 ONAYEMI Oluwakemi Oluwafunmilayo 15PAB00989
5 AJALIE Stanley Nwannebuife 15PAB00974
6 DADA Joseph Adegboye 15PAB00997
7 EKECHUKWU Ezenwa Clinton 13PAB00516
1 ACHINIVU Godwin K.C 09AB08692
2 ANORUO Ifunanya Vivian 10BG010717
3 AYINLA Kehinde Oreoluwa 15PMB01193
4 OKESINA Oluwaseun Olumide 15PMB01195
5 OSUJI Jennifer Chizobam 15PMB00992
M.Sc. ECONOMICS
1 ADU Omobola Olusegun 10AF010459
MBA BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
28
14 OKERE Wisdom 15PAA00882
15 OLURINOLA Moromoke Rachael 09AA08583
16 SANYAOLU Oluwafemi Akintunde 14PAA00613
17 UWAJEH Paul Chukwuma 15PAA01251
M.Sc. FINANCE
1 ADEBO Adefoyeke Esther 14PAG00622
2 ADEWUNMI Jumoke Christiana 15PAG01111
3 BAMIGBOLA Anuoluwapo Idowu 15PAG01108
4 DUL Solomon Fankun 15PAG01109
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2 AGENE Deborah Ene 15PAF01052
3 AKHIGBEMIDU Sarah Adesuwa 15PAF01065
4 EJEMEYOVWI Ogaga Jeremiah 15PAF01059
5 ELDAD Maju 15PAF01265
6 OGUNLUSI Temiloluwa Oluseye 15PAF01060
7 OLAIFA Eseghne 15PAF01070
8 ONOJA Iganya Blessing 15PAF01064
9 OSABOHIEN Romanus Anthony 15PAF01072
1 AFEISUME Ohigho Airekun 08CH07822
2 AJITEMISAN Mercy Taiye 15PAC01132
3 AKPAKIP Christiana Ekot 15PAC01136
4 ISIODU Jeff Chijioke 15PAC01133
5 LAWAL Tobi Afeez 14PAC00691
6 MUGRI Ruth Mbayeneh-Nwi 15PAC01134
7 OGUEYUNGBO Opeyemi Olunike 15PAC01130
8 SUBI Jennifer Timiebi 10AB010352
1 AMUTA Ochanya Grace 08AF06987
2 NWOKE Ngozi Ifeoma 15PMB00994
3 OGUNBOWALE Benjamin Mayowa 15PMB01192
4 OKWU Handsome 09BG09055
5 OYENIYI Tolulope Oyedotun 09AG08680
6 OTUTU Ufuoma Roberta 10AF010511
M.Sc. MARKETING
1 ABIJO Abiodun Hammed 15PAD01181
MBA MARKETING
1 OGUNDELE Timothy Oluwafemi 14PMB00599
M.Sc. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
MBA INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
10 OWUAMA Ekeoma Ihuoma
11 OYEBOLA Fehintola Motunrayo 14PAF00672
12 POPOOLA Olabisi 15PAF01074
13 SENIBI Kenny Victoria 13PAF00522
14 UZOMA Austin Obinna 10AF010521
15PAF01061
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M.Sc MASS COMMUNICATION
1 AFOLABI Oluwafolafunmi Omoladun 09BE08937
2 ASANIYAN Oluwasayo Elizabeth 14PBE00710
3 BAKARE Yetunde Oluwakemisola 15PBE01185
4 BEN-ENUKORA Charity 15PBE01186
5 ONABAJO Olufemi Oluwatomiwa 14PBE00712
6 ORESANYA Toluwalope Emmanuel 09BE08986
M.Sc. SOCIOLOGY
1 IDAM Samuel Chukwuka 14PBG00733
M.A ENGLISH LANGUAGE
1 MESHIOYE Christiana Oluwaseun 07BC05416
2 UGBOKO Bereton-aye Esther 15PBC01093
COLLEGE OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 
M.A ENGLISH LITERATURE
1 BABAFEMI Similoluwa Olajumoke 14PBC00685
2 OLAWUYI Mojisola CU022010023
M.Sc. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
1 ADELEYE Ayomide Timothy 15PAH01154
2 ADEOYE-PHILIPS Tomilola 15PAH01151
3 AJE Oluwatobi Olugbenga 15PAH01143
4 BAKARE Jesufemi 08AH07095
5 DARE-ABEL Rachel 14PAH00701
6 EBRI Promise Okeoghene 15PAH01144
7 EKANEM Precious Umoh 15PAH01149
8 EKWUEME Marylin Chijioke 09BE08954
9 IYASE Blessing Nneka 15PAH01156
10 MBACHI Chiamaka Ogochukwu 10AI010668
11 OLAGBEMI Mobolaji Olamide 15PAH01145
12 OLATUNJI Oluwamayowa Adedayo 15PAH01146
13 OLUWAGBEMIGA Elijah Anuoluwapo 15PAH01147
14 OSHANISI Oluwatunmise Ifeoluwa 15PAH01153
15 OYEKAN Oyetayo Mary 14PAH00703
16 UJOMU Rose Anwulichukwuka 15PAH01155
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17 VAL-OGU Genevra Sopuruchi 10AH010652
M.Sc. POLICY AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
1 AYODELE Olaniyi Trust 09AK09281
2 EJIOFOR Onaedo Chilonma 15PAK01231
3 JOSHUA Esther Ojodunwene 14PAK00726
4 LAWAL Olanrewaju Yussuf 14PAK00727
M.Sc. POLITICAL SCIENCE
1 ABODUNRIN Oyinlola Rotimi 15PAI01233
2 DIBIA Okachikwu Nelson 15PAI01235
3 OLOYE Gbolahan Charles 15PAI01234
M.Sc. PSYCHOLOGY
1 BATEREN Abigail 13PBB00509
MPA PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
1 AIYEWA Victoria Irete 15PMC01197
1 ADIELE Goodness Nweka 15PAJ01248
2 AJIBADE Olalekan Eyitayo 08AI07176
M.Eng. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
1 OCHONOGOR Sunday Leslie 13PCF00480
2 OSANYINTADE Olugbenga Olawunmi 15PCF01007
3 OWOLABI Tolulope Abisoye 09CF09393
4 RAJI Obafemi 15PCF01005
M.Eng. CIVIL ENGINEERING
1 AKPABOT Ifiok Akpabot 15PCI01020
2 DAUDA Oluwaseun Adunola 15PCI01011
3 DIWA Daniel Ishaya 09PCI09441
4 OLADITAN Babawale Fatai 15PCI01012
5 OLATUNJI Tope Oladapo 15PCI01015
M.Eng. COMPUTER ENGINEERING
1 MOSAKU Abayomi 13PCJ00479
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M.Eng. ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
1 ADERIBIGBE Adeleke Moruff 14PCK00680
2 AKINTOLA Adebisi Ayodeji 15PCK01079
3 JOHN Temitope Mercy 09CK09712
4 OKON Udeme Eyo 14PCK00682
5 OWUAMA Chinemere Ebere 15PCK01082
M.Eng.NG INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
1 AJALA Adebayo Oluwole CUGP120433
2 ILESANMI Oluwafemi Andrew 15PCK01087
3 STEVE-ESSI Onyinyechi 14PCK00688
M.Eng. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
1 ADEBESIN Akeem Adekunle 14PCM00715
2 ANETOR Clement Iseghohi 14PCM00716
3 AYANLOWO Babatunde Ayanlola CUGP110372
4 OGBONNAYA Stephen Kalu 14PCM00717
M.Eng. PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
1 BOLUJO Eniola Opeyemi 14PCN00720
2 EGEONU Gerald Ikenna 15PCN01226
3 JOSEPH-IGBOR Bridget Ngozi 14PCN00721
4 JOHN Mazi Felix 15PCN01224
5 OMODARA Oladele Julius 14PCN00722
6 OLAITAN Oluwaseun Michael 15PCN01225
M.Sc. ARCHITECTURE
1 ABIOLA Ibukunoluwa Towuromola 11CA011663
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
2 ABODERIN Deborah Oluwafunmilayo 11CA011664
3 ADEDOKUN Adeola Babajide 09CA09920
4 ADEMIJU Chinedu Adewemisola 11CA011669
5 ADEREMI-Lateef Bolaji 10CA010739
6 ADIKWU Onyejeche Catherine 15PCA00912
7 ADISA Oluwadamilola Jesutofunmi 11CA011674
8 AGBOLA Ajibola Eni-Ibukun 07CA05606
9 AKANDE Folasade Basirat 14PCA00617
10 AKANDE Funmilayo Rhoda 15PCA00954
11 ALABI Joseph Temitope 15PCA00910
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46 UMOREN EKEMINI Bobby 10CA010796
47 WILLIAMS Olutunmbi Abdulraouf 06CA04045
M.Sc. BIOCHEMISTRY
1 ALADE Aristotle Babatunde 09CP010083
2 AWOGBINDIN Victoria Oluwatumininu 09CP010088
12 AMGBARI Emmanuel 11CA01167
13 ANWETING Patrick Francis 11CA011677
14 APATA Omotayo Olanrewaju 15PCA00916
15 AREMO Temiloluwa Akorede 10CA010749
16 AUDU David Unekwuojo 11CA011679
17 BADMUS Fogohan Oladapo 11CA011682
18 CHIMA Obinna Nicholas 15PCA00950
19 DANIEL Oluwapamilerin Emmanuel 11CA011687
20 EREBOR Emokpae Murphy 15PCA00953
21 FADIPE Emmanuel Dolapo 11CA011693
22 ILOLO David Ovie 08CA07430
23 IYOHA Jeremy Osemengbe 11CA011699
24 LADAPO Jesupelumi Shalom 11CA011702
25 LAYENI Olamilekan David 09CA09951
26 MABADEJE Joshua Ayooluwa 09CA09952
27 MAJOROH Oghenetejiri  Ochuko 11CA011703
28 NDUBUBA Chimere Moyosoreolu 11CA011709
29 NWANKWO Philip Okechukwu 11CA011711
30 ODEYEMI Ifeoluwayemi David 10CA010773
31 ODIZIA Chidinma Ije 11CA011714
32 OKE Oluwatamilore Tola 11CA011723
33 OLAWORE Oluwayemisi Dorcas 11CA011731
34 OLAWOYIN Olanrewaju 09CA09970
35 OLIYIDE Ohuntoluwase Iyitimofe 10CA010780
36 OLUWOLE Oluyemi Olutayo 11CA011736
37 ONI Olatunji Oluwafemi 11CA011738
38 OTUSEMADE Daniel Toluwani 11CA011740
39 OYEDIRAN Oyeyemi Samuel 14PCA00621
40 OYEMOMI Emmanuel Olusoji 11CA011743
41 ROTIMI David Olaoluwa 10CA010789
42 SAMUEL Comfort Joseph 11CA011747
43 SAMUEL Titilope Oluwaseun 10CA010791
44 TAIWO Adefowora Famola 15PCA00908
45 TIPILI Nyitamka 11CA011750
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4 OLADELE Foluke 14PCP00627
5 OLUGBEMI Iyanu Temitayo 14PCP00628
6 UDEGBE Sandra Amarachi 09CP010123
7 UGOCHUKWU Stanley 09CP010124
M.Sc. BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
1 ADEMOLA Sakariyau Adeboye 15PCB00966
2 AKINOLA Gbemisola 15PCB00968
3 AKUETE Eseohe 15PCB00967
4 OGUNDIPE Kunle Elizah 15PCB01255
5 OLANIRAN Hezekiah Farayola 15PCB00969
M.Sc. COMPUTER SCIENCE
1 AJAYI Priscilla Oluwatoyin 04CG01130
2 AJETUNMOBI Stephaine Abimbola 14PCG00655
3 AROMOLARAN Olufemi Tony 15PCG01029
4 FALOLA Oluwadamilare 08CG07761
5 IBOROMA Da-Omiete Alaye 15PCG01028
6 IGBEKELE Emmanuel Olufemi 15PCG01039
7 INAM Itorobong Akpan 14PCG00660
8 OJUMAH Samuel Chukwuka 10CG011029
9 OGUNLEYE Olawole Moses 15PCG01035
10 UWOGHIREN Efosa Emmanuel 15PCG01027
M.Sc. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
1 AMINU Sule Olaitan 15PCC01121
2 EZEOKE Emmnauel Kenechi 08CC09698
3 EZEUKO Adaora Stella 15PCC00904
4 NWOKIKE Chisom Grace 10CC010976
5 OKEDERE Adebola Priscilla 15PCC01096
6 TOLU-BOLAJI Olayinka Olamide 15PCC01122
M.Sc. INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICS
1 AGBOLADE Olumuyiwa Adeniyi 14PCD00851
2 EZEKIEL Imekela Donaldson 14PCD00857
3 SULEIMAN Esivue Abdulrahman 15PCD01268
3 OFFOR Gloria Nwabugwu 14PCP00958
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M.Sc. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS
1 AKANBI Philip Adedeji 15PCE01124
2 OBASEKI Oluwatosin Samuel 15PCE01125
M.Sc. APPLIED GEOPHYSICS
1 EKECHUKWU Emmanuel Emeka 14PCE00724
2 OGUNGBADE Olubukola 14PCE00725
M.Sc. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
1 FABIYI Fiyinfoluwa John 15PCH01177
2 FATINIKUN Deborah Oluwafisayo 14PCH00759
3 IFEBANJO Temitope Michael 15PCH01179
4 OLAJIDE Oluwole David 15PCH01164
5 OLAWOYE Simisola Tolulope 15PCH01178
6 UDOH Aniekeme Ini-Ibeghe 10CH011102
7 UGBEDEOJO Musa 14PCG00746
M.Sc. MICROBIOLOGY
1 ABAH Kingsley Adejoh 15PCQ01223
2 BABALOLA Funmilola Adepeju 15PCQ01283
3 EGUNJOBI Adeyinka Kamoru 15PCQ01216
4 OKOUGBO Akhere Eki 08CQ07561
5 ONILE-ERE Olabode Azeez 14PCQ01211
6 OPENIBO John Oluwayomi 14PCQ01212
7 OWOLABI Akinyomade Oladipo 15PCQ01218
Ph.D ACCOUNTING
1 EFOBI Uchenna Rapuluchukwu CU021010062
2 EZENWOKE Omotola Adedoyin 04AA00040
3 NWOBU Obiamaka Adaeze CU021010093
4 OTEKUNRIN Adegbola Olubukola CUGP110360
Ph.D BANKING AND FINANCE
1 LAWAL Adedoyin Isola CUGP110361
Ph.D BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
1 IBIDUNNI Stephen Ayodotun CUGP100303
2 OLOKUNDUN Maxwell Ayodele 13PAB00552
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
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1 AKINYEMI Opeyemi Esther 05AF02008
2 ODEBIYI John Temitope CU021100097
1 FALOLA Hezekiah Olubusayo 13PAH00563
2 OYEWUNMI Adebukola Esther 13PAC00559
3 SALAU Odunayo Paul 13PAC00560
Ph.D MARKETING
1 BORISHADE Taiye Tairat CU021120020
Ph.D SOCIOLOGY
1 NICHOLAS-OMOREGBE Olanike Sharon 13PBG00586
2 OZOYA Mercy Ibharhokan CU02210034
Ph.D ENGLISH LANGUAGE
1 AJIBOYE Esther Olukemi 05BC02326
2 CHIMUANYA Lily Chinyelu CUGP100251
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Ph.D ARCHITECTURE
1 ALALADE Gbenga CU023100008
2 FULANI Omoyeni Aderewa CUGP050153
Ph.D COMPUTER SCIENCE
1 EMEBO Onyeka Chibueze CU023020043
2 EZENWOKE Azubuike Ansalem CU033020045
Ph.D ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY
1 ANAKE Winifred Uduak CUGP100233
COLLEGE OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 
Ph.D INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
Ph.D DEMOGRAPHY AND SOCIAL STATISTICS
1 SAMUEL Gbemisola Wuraola 06AE03580
Ph.D ECONOMICS
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5 OPANUGA Abiodun Adegboyega 13PCD00575
Ph.D INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS
1 EMETERE Moses Eterigbo 13PCE005329
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
1 AKINWUNMI Isaac Ibukun CUGP080208
Ph.D ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM AND MACHINE
1 SAMUEL Isaac Adekunle CUGP070183
Ph.D INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
1 ADEWALE Adeyinka Ajao CUGP060201
Ph.D PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
1 ADEYEMI Gbadegesin Abiodun CUGP060207
2 FADAIRO Adesina Samson Adebayo CUGP060206
Ph.D CIVIL ENGINEERING
Ph.D INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
1 AKINSIKU Anuoluwa Abimbola CUGP100229
Ph.D INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICS
1 ADELEKE Olawale Joshua CUGP120438
2 AGBOOLA Olasunmbo Olaoluwa CUGP080215
3 EDEKI Sunday Onos 13PCD00571
4 OGUNTUNDE Pelumi Emmanuel 13PCD00573
DEGREE CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY 
Number
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 M.Sc/M.A/M.Eng
MBA/MPA
 
Programme
 
PGD
 
 
Ph.D  
301Total
ACCOUNTING
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ADEDAPO-AISIDA, Moyosore D.
 2 ADELAKUN, Oyinkansola B.
 3 ALONGE, Moses A.
 4 ANAELECHI, Vivian O.
 5 CHUKWURAH, Chiamaka O.
 6 ENIKANOSELU, Paul A.
 7 FASUYI, Abisola J.
 8 INEYE, Mildred O.
 9 JINADU, James O.
 10 KUKOYI, Oluwabukunmi A.
 11 OBADA, Paulette O.
 12 ODUNAYO, Oyinkansola S.
 13 OGUMA, Fejiro E.
 14 OJEIFO, Onose E.
 15 OKESANJO, Boluwatife O.
 16 OKUN, Kofoworola O.
 17 OKUNADE, Sarah O.
 18 OLADAPO, Judith T.
 19 OLAGUNJU, Debby T.
 20 OLISAMA, Ernie T.
 21 OLUFADE, Adebukola O.
 22 OMOYIOLA, Ayomide E.
 23 ONWOCHEI, Mcdonald O.
 24 ONYEMAOBI, Helen C.
 25 OPANIKE, Precious B.
 26 OROGUN, Oluwatobiloba J.
 27 TIETIE, Eloho S.
 28 TUNDE-ONI, Osarieme M.
 29 UMEH, Kanayochukwu S.
 30 UMEH, Kosisochukwu S.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEBANJO, Esther A.
 2 AGBI, Winnifred O.
 3 AKINMUDA, Ibukunoluwa K.
 4 AMU, Eniola O.
 5 ANJORIN, Samuel O.
 6 DANIEL, Angel O.
 7 EKPAGHA, Okeoghene A.
 8 ERHONSELE, Ofure M.
 9 FETUGA , Abiola A.
 10 GARUBA, Emmanuel M.
 11 ITIVE, Ogheneyoleme G.
 12 KORIE, Deborah C.
 13 MAGBADELO, Joshua O.
 14 NWENE, Ezinne P.
 15 NYEBE, Roseann O.
 16 ODESANYA, Aderinsola E.
 17 OJIAKOR, Amarachi F.
 18 OKECHUKWU, Divine C.
 19 OKONKWO, Chizoba N.
 20 OKUNDIGIE, Uyioghosa .
 21 OLUWATOLA, Idunnuoluwa L.
 22 ONYEACHOLEM , Esther O.
 23 ONYEACHOLEM, Victoria O.
 24 ORIAKU, Chukwuebuka C.
 25 OSHEMI, Omatozaye O.
 26 UDOYE, Francis I.
 27 UKAEGBU, Chidera E.
 28 WANDE, Ayomide J.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADEGUNJU, Peace P.
 2 ADENUSI, Adedayo .
 3 AKANBI, Ajibade U.
 4 AYININUOLA, Opeyemi C.
 5 BEN-HIRKI, Wadi V.
 6 CHIAZOR, Ifeanyi H.
 7 EGBON, Omolola A.
 8 FRANK, Shalom E.
 9 ISAIAH, Oluwatosin J.
 10 KEHINDE, Segun I.
 11 MAIRUWA, Tony S.
 12 NWUNE, Emmanuella U.
 13 OGUEJIOFOR, Anastasia O.
 14 OKIKE, Chinomso C.
 15 OLUGBENGA, Temitope O.
 16 ONASANYA, Olanrewaju A.
 17 TAIWO, Ayomikun O.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 ADEBAYO, Bosede E.
 2 ADEYEMI, Ifeoluwa O.
 3 AYADI, Titilayo H.
 4 EZIAMAKA, Chioma B.
 5 OMOKARO, Owenvbuigie P.
BANKING AND FINANCE
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 AKPAN, Enobong O.
 2 AROGUNDADE, Maria O.
 3 OLORUNSOLA , Esther O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEYEMI, Oluwatoyin I.
 2 AKINSUNLOLA, Abayomi S.
 3 AWOFESO, Albert A.
 4 CHIAGHANA, Nneka P.
 5 DAVID-AYABIOGBE, Enitan N.
 6 EJIOGU, Samaria C.
 7 FAKEYE, Tolulope M.
 8 IDJAWE, Oghenefejiro P.
 9 IGWE, Nwankwo A.
 10 IYIDA, Onyinyechi C.
 11 MAKPOKPOMI, Alero E.
 12 NWAOZUZU, Ikechi O.
 13 OGBEIFUN, Joshua O.
 14 OKAFOR, Blessing C.
 15 ORAKWUE, Precious C.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ESIEDESA, Ese G.
 2 NIRAN-ONISILE, Solomon A.
 3 OKOJIE, Jane O.
 4 OLABODE, Olutomi O.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 AIZEBEOKHAI, Emmanuel O.
 2 MBADIUGHA, Ikechukwu.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 AFOLABI-AJAYI, Aanuoluwapo S.
 2 OKOLI, Beauty C.
 3 PEPPLE, Kalada K.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADAIDU, Blessing U.
 2 ADENIYI, Olaitan T.
 3 ADESANYA, Oluwafunto M.
 4 AHWE, Ajirioghene E.
 5 AJIBOLA, Esther B.
 6 ALLI, Oluwapelumi M.
 7 ANAELECHI, Michael I.
 8 ATIVIE, Princewill I.
 9 BODE-DISU, Precious D.
 10 CHINEDU, Peter C.
 11 EDOSOMWAN, Natasha E.
 12 EGBOH, Paul B.
 13 EMECHEBE, Ikechukwu G.
 14 EZEAMUZIE, Amarachi A.
 15 EZEIFEKA, Promise C.
 16 IBEH, Chidera V.
 17 IDIA, Sandra E.
 18 ISHOLA, Peace O.
 19 IWETAN, Deborah O.
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 20 KEHINDE, Olaide O.
 21 KEHINDE, Temiloluwa O.
 22 MIEJENE-POLLYN, Emmanuella .
 23 MORENIKEJI, Oluwatosin O.
 24 NJEMANZE, Rosemary O.
 25 NWANNUNU, Chidera P.
 26 NWOSU, Precious C.
 27 ODAWN, Daniel C.
 28 OGAMBA, Chinwendu A.
 29 OGUNBANJO, Adetola O.
 30 OGUNGBAYI, Oluwaseun S.
 31 OGWU, Eunice O.
 32 OKOLI, Chigozie V.
 33 OLAWUYI, Adedayo S.
 34 OLUSEGUN, Oluwapamilerin D.
 35 ONWUNMA, Chiamaka R.
 36 SOLOMON, Lydia M.
 37 TAMUNOALA , Janet I.
 38 UMUTEME, Evi O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1  MACAULAY, Emmanuel E.
 2 ADEBAKIN, Fifoluwa A.
 3 ALPHONSE, Jesse M.
 4 BAMIDELE, Olajumoke A.
 5 BEKEE, Gomene .
 6 EPHRAIM, Oluwatobi S.
 7 FANNY-AMUN, Destiny O.
 8 FANOPE, Oloruntobi D.
 9 IKUMOGUNNIYI, Joshua A.
 10 KAITELL, Temiloluwa M.
 11 KALU, Excel C.
 12 KANU, Favour C.
 13 ORUNJA, Akintayo .
 14 OZIEGBE, Prospera I.
 15 TOM-ITA, Joy N.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 EBOAGU, Ogochukwu N.
 2 OGUNBONA, Bankole G.
 3 OKULAJA, Christine .
 4 SILAS, Dida W.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND HUMAN 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ADAH, Onyelebowo E.
 2 ADEYINKA, Adeola O.
 3 AMOMOH, Blessing A.
 4 OLUFADE, Olamide D.
 5 UMOREN, Abigail I.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEJUMO, Adeife L.
 2 AINA, Moturayo M.
 3 AJAYI, Simisola E.
 4 AJIKAWO, Tumininu O.
 5 AJISEGBEDE, Oyinkansola A.
 6 AKINSANYA, Oladipupo D.
 7 ANIBOH, Alero A.
 8 BALOGUN, Adenike A.
 9 EBONG-BASSEY, Joy I.
 10 EDWARD, Samuel O.
 11 EZEH, Chika L.
 12 GBADESIRE, Moyosore A.
 13 IFEH, Iluobe J.
 14 OKAO, Favour A.
 15 OKECHUKWU , Onyekachukwu D.
 16 OKEH, Daniel O.
 17 OKONKWO, Obianuju F.
 18 OLUSANWO, Modupe L.
 19 OMU, Oghenefejiro O.
 20 ORENUGA, Oluwabusayo H.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADELOWO, Mariam A.
 2 ADISA, Oluwafemi M.
 3 AKOH , Ihotu E.
 4 ANENIH, Theodora I.
 5 AYADI, Tessy O.
 6 FAGBORE, Feyisola D.
 7 NDAGUBA, Uchenna E.
 8 NELSON, Deborah T.
 9 UDOH, Victoria C.
 10 UNUFE, Ewariezi D.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 DONYE, Mercy A.
MARKETING
CLASS:  First Class Honours
 1 KALU, Uzochukwu A.
 2 NWAGBOGWU, Brenda C.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ALAINE, Nnamdi J.
 2 AWA, Chinazom J.
 3 BANYE, Ogechukwu P.
 4 DASAOLU, Esther J.
 5 IBILEKE, Raymond D.
 6 JONATHAN, Fortune I.
 7 MAGANI, Joy Z.
 8 MUSA, Ifeoma O.
 9 OBAKPOLOR, Shalom E.
 10 OBIUWEVBI, Oghenetega O.
 11 OGBODU, Umegbewe G.
 12 OGUNBODE, Oluwafeyikemi T.
 13 OGUNRINOLA, Olaide M.
 14 OKOLIE, Chinaemerem N.
 15 OSENI, Oyindamola S.
 16 UZOKIFE, Emmanuel K.
 17 YAKUBU, Miracle A.
 18 YAYA, Temitope D.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower Division
 1 ALFRED, Salome O.
 2 CHIGBO, Chima .
 3 ESINAULO, Chike C.
 4 EZEBOR, Awereoghene .
 5 LOFINMAKIN, Afolabi O.
 6 ODUNOWO, Adesegun A.
 7 ODUWAIYE, Victor I.
 8 OHABUIRE, Oluchukwu J.
 9 OKPALAOKA, Chijindu I.
 10 OKWENNE, Chiamaka B.
 11 OLADELE, Oladapo I.
 12 OLAOYE, Olamide M.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 EKEMEZIE, Obinna O.
DEMOGRAPHY AND SOCIAL STATISTICS
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ADU, Esther O.
 2 ONWUKA, Nkechi B.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper Division
 1 ASOMUGHA, Chimdiuto O.
 2 MBONU, Ogechi J.
 3 NNONYELU, Chinenye N.
 4 OJEWOLA, Oluwatobi F.
 5 OLAWUYI, Oluwatobi S.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower Division
 1 AGOH, Onyinyechi F.
 2 AJAO, Daniel D.
 3 ANDA, Yvonne F.
 4 NTATAM, Nsikan E.
 5 NWOKO, Chukwugoziem .
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 6 OKAM, Mariana A.
 7 OKI, Mariam G.
 8 OKOYE, Nkechi O.
 9 OPARAH, Temple U.
 10 SANTOS, Christiana S.
 11 UMEH, Chinyere H.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 AKOGWU, Alice E.
 2 OMERE, Mercy E.
ECONOMICS
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 AMALI, Oine W.
 2 DARAMOLA, Praise J.
 3 EZENWANNE, Uchechukwu P.
 4 HASSAN, Nadia H.
 5 IBIGBEMI, Faith O.
 6 IKE, Chinwe P.
 7 IRIOGBE, Pamela E.
 8 JEJE, Olubusola T.
 9 LAMIDI, Esther O.
 10 MAIJEH, Paul-david C.
 11 OBIDINMA, Kenechukwu M.
 12 ODIONU, Chukwudumebi C.
 13 OKOSUN, Theresa E.
 14 OLADIPO, Blessing O.
 15 OSENI, Atinuke E.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ABBEY, Obomate .
 2 ADEBOYE, Oluwapelumi M.
 3 ADEDIPE, Nifemi E.
 4 ADEKOYA, Oluwatobiloba O.
 5 ADELAJA, Moyinoluwa A.
 6 AGBIR, Rita I.
 7 AGBON-ORHUKPE, Ehimen .
 8 AKINDELE, Christiana O.
 9 AKPERI, Tsolayemi A.
 10 ALABI, Ayomide T.
 11 ANJORIN, Ewaoluwa T.
 12 BOLARINWA, Gbemileke A.
 13 CHUKWUNWEIKE, Romieokwu N.
 14 DAWUK, Nanret .
 15 EDUN, Olaoluwapo O.
 16 EKPEKUREDE, Rehoboth E.
 17 ETENTUK, Eno-obong E.
 18 EYESAN, Oyomi J.
 19 EZENAGU, Nwando D.
 20 EZENWA, Kamsi E.
 21 EZEOKANA, Joannes I.
 22 FAGADE, Toluwalase .
 23 FOFAH, Lois O.
 24 HAGGAI, Plangnan E.
 25 IKEM, Cornelius C.
 26 IWERIEBOR, Praise O.
 27 KOLA-OLAWUYI, Ajibola k.
 28 MARTINS, Ebunoluwa A.
 29 MORGRIDGE, Naomi O.
 30 NWOBU, Chioma .
 31 OBI , Chioma S.
 32 OGUNYEYE, Olamide M.
 33 OGWE, Uzoamaka C.
 34 OHACHENU, Nnamdi M.
 35 OJO, Oluwalaanu U.
 36 OLALEYE, Modupeoluwa M.
 37 OLANREWAJU, Kofoworola A.
 38 ONWU, Jemimah A.
 39 ONYEGUKE, Chioma E.
 40 ORIAREWO, Ebosetale J.
 41 SAM, Blessing V.
 42 TAIWO, Pelumi  M.
 43 UKOH, Esther E.
 44 UZOAMAKA , Emmanuella C.
 45 WILLIAMS, Oluwaseyitanfe F.
 46 YUSUF, Immaculata O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADEBIMPE, Modupe V.
 2 AGUBA, Emeka E.
 3 AKERELE, Ayomide S.
 4 AKINTOBI, Oladayo O.
 5 ANIDUGBELAPO-MACARTHY, Olakeji A.
 6 BOLAJI, Kudirat O.
 7 EPHRAIM, Emmanuel P.
 8 FREGENE, Shalom B.
 9 OKOLI, Victor E.
 10 ONYEADOR, Chidere D.
 11 USMAN-ADEJO, Grace E.
MASS COMMUNICATION
CLASS:  First Class Honours
 1 ADEBOYE, Oyinkansola T.
 2 ADEYEMI, Precious T.
 3 ARCHIBONG, Bright U.
 4 ONAKOYA, Toluwanimi O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 AGBALI, Blessing O.
 2 AGEDAH, Dorcas Z.
 3 AGHELEGIN, Ufuoma L.
 4 AIYEPOLA, Oluwatomilola R.
 5 AJUWON, Olaide O.
 6 AKOR, Gloria E.
 7 ALADEGBONGBE, Adeoluwajoju O.
 8 AMBUNGA, Lisa N.
 9 ATTAH, Stella I.
 10 DEJI-FOLUTILE, Blossom I.
 11 FASORO, Adesola O.
 12 IYAMU, Osamudiame A.
 13 MABAMIJE, Ibukunoluwa B.
 14 MBAH, Chidumebi A.
 15 OCHE, Joy O.
 16 ODEY, Omonya R.
 17 ODUNJO, Victoriana E.
 18 ODUNUYI, Adebanke T.
 19 OKEHIE, Chike R.
 20 OKOJIE, Edose A.
 21 OLADEGA, Isaac O.
 22 SANNI, Olamide E.
 23 SOFOWORA, Boluwatife O.
 24 TOLUHI, Iyanuoluwa A.
 25 UDOH, Victoria B.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 EMEJULU, Chinenye M.
 2 ERAKPOR, Avwerosuo E.
 3 NWAUKWA, Chidinma E.
 4 OBOH, Janet O.
 5 ODILI, Chizoba S.
 6 ONYEMERE, Akuoma C.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 AJAYI, Adeola O.
 2 NTUK,  Ruth M.
SOCIOLOGY
CLASS:  First Class Honours
 1 ADUBI, Elizabeth M.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ABDULLAHI, Ayomide A.
 2 ADENIRAN, Morenikeji F.
 3 AGBAJE, Tomisin T.
 4 ALADUM, Victoria A.
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 5 AMA, Goodness A.
 6 DANIELS, Eghonghon B.
 7 EBOM, Sandra C.
 8 EDISON, Joshua E.
 9 EFFIONG, Anointing T.
 10 ELOMA, Daniel C.
 11 FASORANTI, Tiwalade O.
 12 HOLUMIDEY, Praise B.
 13 IWUOHA, Chisom S.
 14 JOHN-OKPALA, Favour C.
 15 OCHENI, Ojoache S.
 16 OSINOWO, Oluwatosin T.
 17 OWIGHO, Afoke B.
 18 SABA, Oluwanifemi K.
 19 SANNI, Miriam A.
 20 SODIPO, Boluwatife E.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 AGBATEYINIRO, Jemine C.
 2 AKINTOLA, Toluwalase J.
 3 EMOH ROBINSON, Deborah O.
 4 FAYOSE, Rogba M.
 5 FEMI-AJIBARE, Oluwanifemi T.
 6 INAH, Jesam U.
 7 IYAMA, Oluwamayowa  D.
 8 OBIORAH, Anita C.
 9 ODHOMO, Ogheneruona E.
 10 ODUNAYA, Grace T.
 11 OGBE, Jesse E.
 12 OGUNYOLEMI , Dorcas O.
 13 OKODOA, Victor O.
 14 OLAJUBUTU, Aanuoluwapo R.
 15 OPIA, Naomi D.
 16 OYEJOLA, Anuoluwapo O.
 17 SOTUNDE, Oluwabusayo C.
 18 UDOYE , Gloria U.
 19 VICTOR, Godwin E.
ENGLISH
 CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 OMOGBADEGUN, Alexandra A.
 CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADAMU, Bolajoko O.
 2 ADEGBE, Janet U.
 3 BABA, Edwina .
 4 BASHIR, Titilola M.
 5 EZEABA, Chinyere U.
 6 EZECHUKWU, Angelique I.
 7 GIWA, Omolola I.
 8 OKPANACHI, Mercy E.
 9 OLALEYE, Esther O.
 CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 AGU, Judith C.
 2 BASSEY, Joseph B.
 3 EYESAN, Ofeoritse M.
 4 MIMIKO, Opeyemi C.
 5 NWEZE, Chinenye A.
 6 OKONKWO, Onyedikachukwu K.
 7 OLUFEMI-AKINKUGBE, Oreoluwa O.
 8 OZUMBA, Chinyelum M.
 9 ULIEM, Sandra K.
 CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 AYEOMONI, Victoria K.
 2 OGUNMOLA, Patricia O.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ELENWO, Pearl S.
 2 HUSSAINI, Hadassah  I.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ABAYOMI, Taiwo T.
 2 ADENIYI-JIMMY, Adenike L.
 3 AIKOHI, Abigail O.
 4 AJALA, Oluwatomi V.
 5 AKERELE, Oluwakemi O.
 6 BEKEE, Lenu M.
 7 BOLUJOKO, Oluwatobiloba O.
 8 DANGIWA, Helena E.
 9 EDIALE, Osediegbeyen P.
 10 EKPO, Edidiongabasi E.
 11 ENE, Irene A.
 12 EZEOKOLI, Ononife J.
 13 FANNY-AMUN, Precious E.
 14 HASSAN, Kaniya D.
 15 IJALAYE, Taiwo O.
 16 IRUAFEMI , Phebian D.
 17 MADU, Onyinye J.
 18 MAGBEGOR, Oghenenomevi I.
 19 MGBO, Renee N.
 20 NWANKWO, Chisanya N.
 21 OBIDIEGWU, Ozioma A.
 22 OBI-ODUNUKWE, Ijeoma R.
 23 ODESANMI, Valentina  A.
 24 ODIDISON, Deborah N.
 25 ODUKOYA, Aanuoluwa O.
 26 OGAN, Josephine S.
 27 OKE, Victoria O.
 28 ONAKOYA, Temitope V.
 29 ONIWIDE, Ruth O.
 30 ONWULI, Nwannebuife O.
 31 OPEYEMI, David-praise J.
 32 OSAI, Jasmine C.
 33 OSHODI, Moriam A.
 34 OYEDEPO, Sarah .
 35 PASEDA, Ayomikun P.
 36 PRINCEWILL, Faama B.
 37 SOREMEKUN, Oyinkansola O.
 38 UNACHUKWU, Nnedi O.
 39 UZOSIKE, Praise U.
 40 ZUOKUMOR , Peremobere H.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADEMESO, Moses O.
 2 AYENI, Oluwatosin C.
 3 BADIRU, Timileyin B.
 4 EKPUNOBI, Chijioke C.
 5 EZE, Nkemdilim O.
 6 OGBODO, Chioma S.
 7 OJENIKE, Oluwatobi A.
 8 OKEY-UDEJI,  chidozie C.
 9 OKIREMUTE-DUVIE, Oghenemaga E.
 10 OLUGBEMI, Samuel B.
 11 OYEDEMI, Oreoluwa S.
 12 PAUL, Ikechukwu S.
 13 TUGBEH, Roosevelt J.
POLICY AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 AMBROSE, Kuyik .
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEGOKE, Elizabeth A.
 2 IGARIWEY, Iduma U.
 3 KOLAWOLE, Oluwaseun R.
 4 PAPKA, Rejoice W.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 AIMIENWAUU, Iguehi N.
 2 AJOKU, Amarachi I.
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 3 ALO, Hannah M.
 4 ATULEGWU, David E.
 5 FAMADEWA, Oluwaseyitan D.
 6 FAPOHUNDA, Eniola M.
 7 JOSEPH DOSU, Dimu S.
 8 OGUNDEJI, Damilola H.
 9 OKAFOR, Chukwuma A.
 10 OLUWAFEMI, Joshua D.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 OKPANI, Lilian N.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 UDEGBE, Ifeoma R.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEBAJO, Oluwatumininu O.
 2 ADINDU, Gloria I.
 3 DABIRI-ADEJOBI, Oluwadamilola A.
 4 EKONG, Ekemini J.
 5 IGWE, Patrick I.
 6 NWOYEOCHA, Usomma J.
 7 OGUNREMI, Mary O.
 8 OKOYA, Lateefah O.
 9 ORAKPO , Wendy  A.
 10 POPO OLANIYAN, Oluwatamilore M.
 11 UBANATU, Chiamaka M.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ATUBO, Oputiti S.
 2 ATUCHUKWU, Blessing K.
 3 EGEDE, Progress I.
 4 EZE, Caleb C.
 5 IJIOLA, Israel O.
 6 NJEMANZE, Ebubechukwu J.
 7 NWABUFO, Kosisochukwu J.
 8 OGUNDIPE, Eniola F.
 9 OMONUA, Judith I.
 10 ONABOTE, Eniola E.
 11 WILLIAMS, Itunu E.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 CHIGBU, Eunice C.
 2 IKWUKA, Victor C.
 3 OBAMOH, David F.
PSYCHOLOGY
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 CAST, Paul D.
 2 DIKE-ISRAEL, Naomi A.
 3 IDUWE, Henrietta O.
 4 LALEYE, Oluwatofunmi A.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 AGBI, Oghenefejiro O.
 2 ALABI, Christianah O.
 3 DADA, Bibilomo B.
 4 FASHAKIN, Adebanke O.
 5 FASHOLA, Oluwatoyosi A.
 6 NWACHUKWU, Nkechinyere F.
 7 OGUEGBE, Adaeze N.
 8 OLARINDE, Deborah O.
 9 OVO, Derby E.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ABRAHAM, Oluwadurotimi E.
 2 ADENUGA, Moyosola M.
 3 AIGBE, Naomi O.
 4 AMADI-FRANK, Pamela C.
 5 AYADI, Joy A.
 6 BAWA, Samuel S.
 7 ENIOLA-A, Boluwatife D.
 8 KOLAWOLE, Oluwatosin O.
 9 NKEMJIKA, Favour C.
 10 OGAH, Enele J.
 11 OGBEIDE, Hannah T.
 12 OGWOLA, Sarafina .
 13 OKUZU, Nneka N.
 14 OLATUNJI, Bisola M.
 15 ORUKPE, Obehi A.
 16 OYATOKI, Babajide A.
 17 TORIOLA, Temilade M.
 18 UDOEKONG, Uduakobong S.
 19 UZOUKWU, Chinonso J.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CLASS:  First Class Honours
 1 ADETAYO, Adetoro O.
 2 AKINSIPE, Oluwagbemisola D.
 3 ARAUSI, Oghenefejiro G.
 4 MEDAIYESE , Fiyinfoluwa J.
 5 OBI, Sandra O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEDAPO-AISIDA, Oluwafayokemi A.
 2 ADEDOKUN, Samuel O.
 3 ADESANMI, Adedoyin A.
 4 ADEWUMI, Olanrewaju A.
 5 AGHO, Osaze O.
 6 AKINRINOLA, Olasubomi A.
 7 APUGO, Uchenna M.
 8 ARANONU, Chidumebi A.
 9 ARINZE, Ann C.
 10 DAVIES, Aina R.
 11 DENIS-AKANO, Ugonma H.
 12 EBOIGBE, Comfort E.
 13 EGWU, Gabrielle N.
 14 ELO-CHUKWUMA, Emeka B.
 15 GBOLADE, Olushijibomi T.
 16 IGHO, Blessing E.
 17 KEN-ADELE, Godswill C.
 18 NNAMAH, Chibuzor G.
 19 NWAFOR, Charles C.
 20 OBICHUKWU, Glory C.
 21 ODIKA, Sopuruchukwu B.
 22 OLANREWAJU, Omowonuola I.
 23 OLOMO, Victor D.
 24 OMOSANYA, Kayode S.
 25 ONABAJO, Jeremiah O.
 26 ONUORAH, Uchechukwu F.
 27 UMANA, Uduakabasi V.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 AKPAN, Uko B.
 2 AMADI, Akarachi E.
 3 CHUKWUEKEM, Ifeanyi C.
 4 ODEDOYIN, Okiki A.
 5 OKOYE, Chioma C.
 6 USIFO, Obose R.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CLASS:  First Class Honours
 1 ABIMBOLA, Oluwatimilehin D.
 2 ADEMO, Enoch A.
 3 ASEMOTA, Osato S.
 4 FASANYE, Olaleke P.
 5 JIM-GEORGE, Tekena E.
 6 OGAH, Holister A.
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CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ABRAHAM , Chukwuebuka A.
 2 AGOFURE, Erezi .
 3 AKINBAMI, Christopher T.
 4 APOOYIN, Bolaji Q.
 5 AWOGBINDIN, Joshua O.
 6 BADIRU, Oluwaseun O.
 7 BORONI, Ahuose .
 8 CHIGERE, Cynthia C.
 9 CHUKWUKA, Chidubem C.
 10 DAYO-ODUKOYA, Jesufemi L.
 11 EKPEKUREDE, Havilah U.
 12 EMIKO, Marian O.
 13 FRANCIS, Precious E.
 14 KEHINDE, Oluwaseyi E.
 15 KING, Victoria U.
 16 MADUEKE, Justin C.
 17 NWACHUKWU, Michael C.
 18 OBATOKI, Joshua O.
 19 ODEGA, Kenechukwu B.
 20 OLUJIDE, Josiah A.
 21 OLUNUGA, Gideon O.
 22 SOLADOYE, Oluwatomisin T.
 23 STEPHEN, Inimfon J.
 24 UKPEBOR, Osahon E.
 25 WAZIRI, Joy A.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADEROBA, Adediran V.
 2 AJIBOYE, Olawale P.
 3 AKA, Ezinwanne C.
 4 AKINYEMI, Temitope .
 5 BANKOLE-BAWA, Gbolahan V.
 6 EBOREIME, Ikhazuangbe O.
 7 EMAKPORUENA, Onome G.
 8 NWAKPADOLU, Chukwuma E.
 9 OBAJULUWA, Ayotola J.
 10 OKORO, Onyema U.
 11 OKORONKWO, Valentine N.
 12 OKWUOBASI, Louis I.
 13 OLAJIDE, Oladapo I.
 14 O'ODOH, Adindu B.
 15 OREPEKAN, Oluwatobi O.
 16 UTIT, Xavier I.
 17 WOJUOLA, Oluwatobi T.
 18 YALWA, Lily.
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ARIYIBI, Princess A.
 2 EVBUOMWAN, Anthonia A.
 3 IRIOGBE, Eromosele I.
 4 JOKOTOLA, Temiloluwa I.
 5 OFIEBOR, Nkem J.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 EBOH, Chinemelum D.
 2 NZEAKOR, Chimdinma N.
 3 OBIANAGHA, Ogochukwu A.
 4 OKON-OTOYO, Antai V.
 5 OKOUGBO, Ibhadogiemu E.
 6 ONOKURHEFE, Arhome F.
 7 SALISU, Adedamola K.
 8 SHODIPO, Samuel O.
 9 UGWUJA, Peace I.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ELUWA, Chukwudi G.
 2 ELUWANDE, Abayomi D.
 3 ETTA, Joy O.
 4 MAKANJUOLA, Tolulope S.
 5 OBOZEKHAI, Daniel .
 6 OLADIMEJI, Tomiwa S.
 7 OMODO, Oghenekome O.
 8 ONASANYA, Oladunni Y.
 9 OYETOYAN, Oluwaseun S.
 10 YOVWIN, Deborah O.
CLASS:  Third Class Honours
 1 KINGSLEY, Chimankpam J.
 2 UGHU, Osemudiamhen M.
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERING
CLASS:  First Class Honours
 1 ADEYEMI, Blessing O.
 2 AHWIN, Oghenerukevwe E.
 3 AJULIBE, Akachukwu B.
 4 AMADI, Nathaniel E.
 5 AWOLALU, Omoseye D.
 6 CHUKWUMA, Onyinyechi C.
 7 EGBO, Chinaza E.
 8 ELEGBERUN, Olugbenga D.
 9 IWEANYA, Veronica C.
 10 LADENEGAN, Olasunade O.
 11 LIKINYO, Oluwatosin D.
 12 NDUKWE, Samuel C.
 13 NNADI, Nnedimkpa S.
 14 OJOKOJO, Esther I.
 15 OKOROAFOR, Efuru J.
 16 ONYEAKAGBU, Bethel A.
 17 OPUTA, Rhema A.
 18 SHITTU, Oluwatomi D.
 19 UDOH, Toro-obong O.
 20 WAKA, Oscar C.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADA-GREEN, Iboromam C.
 2 AJAEGBU, David C.
 3 AJIJOLA, Oluwaseun I.
 4 AKPABIO, Uwakmfon M.
 5 ANYIM, Joshua C.
 6 DOMO-SPIFF, Ebinabo E.
 7 ESU, Edidiong O.
 8 FERGUSON, Osabhie E.
 9 LANRE-OYEBOLA, Alero D.
 10 MBAMALI, Diviine - favour I.
 11 NKWOCHA, Matthew O.
 12 NWOKEDI, Kenechukwu C.
 13 NWOKOCHA, Eden V.
 14 OGUNEDO, Kingsley C.
 15 OSUAGWU, Wisdom C.
 16 SODIYA, Deborah O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 AFRICA, Charles O.
 2 AGANBI, Oghenegare .
 3 ALICHE, Clever C.
 4 ALLEN, Oloruntobiloba M.
 5 ANAMETEMFIOK, Fredrick T.
 6 CHIOMA, Chukwuemeka C.
 7 EGUN, Nicholas I.
 8 FEYISITAN, Oluwatobiloba A.
 9 NWUNE, Ifeanyi G.
 10 OBI, Jeffrey E.
 11 OMA-WILKIE, Eyimofe E.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 OYEWUMI, Israel O.
INFORMATION AND 
COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 DONGO, Yannick M.
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 2 EZEIRU, Crystal I.
 3 MOLOKWU, Chijioke C.
 4 OBBA, Paschal C.
 5 UDOYE, Ifeoma V.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 AKINTOMIDE, Boluwatife M.
 2 ENECHI, Gift C.
 3 EVWODERE, Jane O.
 4 KEZI, David A.
 5 NNAKENYI, John C.
 6 OGOR, Naomi T.
 7 OKECHUKWU, Brian D.
 8 OKHANIGBE, Sebastian I.
 9 OKORJI, Chikeluba F.
 10 OKPONGETE, Faith D.
 11 ONUGHA, Uchechukwu M.
 12 OSANYIN, Oluwapelumi G.
 13 OWONIYI, Adedoyin J.
 14 OYELEYE, Esther E.
 15 SOBOWALE, Simisola O.
 16 TURAKI, Ezekiel Z.
 17 UDUMA, Cynthia E.
 18 YAMAH, Raymond O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADEYI, Folakemi V.
 2 AJAYEOBA, Emmanuel S.
 3 ALIYU, Emmanuel A.
 4 AMACHREE, Alfred T.
 5 ARIEMUDUIGHO, Ejiroghene O.
 6 AZIKEN, Emmanuella U.
 7 BALOGUN, Oluwafemi O.
 8 IPINMISHO, Oreoluwa O.
 9 MADUWUBA, Emmanuel U.
 10 MARTINS, Ibukunoluwa I.
 11 NWOFOR, Charles E.
 12 OFFIA, Ebubechukwu C.
 13 ORAKWE, Ganiru M.
 14 OYEDELE, Oyinloluwa P.
 15 TURNAH, Peace N.
 16 UMUNNA, Osemedua A.
 17 UWAGBALE, Queenet O.
CLASS:  Third Class Honours
 1 JOHNSON, Olatunbosun O.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ABIOYE, Oluwatomi T.
 2 ACHIUGO, Somtochukwu E.
 3 ADEKANYE, Moromoke T.
 4 ADEMUYIWA, Oluwajuwon D.
 5 AKINROWO, Foluso O.
 6 AMELI, Emmanuel P.
 7 ASAGBA, Charles O.
 8 IK-OBAZEE, Daniel O.
 9 MOZEA, Kenechukwu P.
 10 NWOKOROBIA, Chukwuma E.
 11 OBON, Ubong U.
 12 ONYENMA, Favour A.
 13 OPOKO, Ekele B.
 14 OWOKA, Sijibomi I.
 15 SOLOMON, Roy O.
 16 USEH, Oghenefegor O.
 17 YEBISI, Boluwatife O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 AGHEDO, Osaze A.
 2 AKPOVESO, Akomere P.
 3 CHINEDU, Somtochukwu D.
 4 FAGBEMI, Oluwagbeminiyi K.
 5 FASHOLA, Oluwatosin J.
 6 FASHOLA, Oluwatoyin J.
 7 IHEANACHO, Victor N.
 8 IKISE, Oghenemarho P.
 9 JALANI, Ndada N.
 10 NDUKA, Emmanuel C.
 11 OFO, Chibuikem E.
 12 OLAJIDE, Damola M.
 13 OLOTU, Nehemiah O.
 14 OMOLOJA, Ayooluwatomiwa M.
 15 OMOWA, Olasubomi F.
 16 ONYENYEONWU, Chuma M.
 17 OYEKANMI, Adedayo O.
 18 UMAHI, Chidi V.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 AKHABUE, Uche U.
 2 CHEJIEH, Jesse C.
 3 DAN-JUMBO, John A.
 4 IYOHA, Kenneth O.
 5 MONDAY, Kingsley E.
 6 OMU, Omoiroro I.
 7 TUOYO, Jeolayemi O.
 8 UKENE, Daniel E.
CLASS:  Third Class Honours
 1 FAGOSTINE, Fergus .
 2 NWOYE, Mcanthony O.
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ATIVIE, Happiness I.
 2 OYE, Ebuka V.
 3 SAM-MARCUS, Jethro J.
 4 UMA, Joshua A.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ABDULAZEEZ, Bolaji O.
 2 ABOLARIN, Anuoluwapo J.
 3 ADESHINA, Adewumi R.
 4 ADETOKUNBO, Kayode O.
 5 ADEWUYI, Daniel A.
 6 AGBATOR, Shedrack .
 7 EDOMARUSE, Fortune I.
 8 EKELEDO, Ifeoma F.
 9 ELO-CHUKWUMA, Chike P.
 10 EMORDI, Jessica C.
 11 ETIM, Emmanuel I.
 12 IFENWEMBI, Kelechi W.
 13 OLAOSEBIKAN, Toluwalope O.
 14 ONOKWAI, Elizabeth O.
 15 ORAMABO, Daniel O.
 16 ORIOLA, Opedamola E.
 17 UHEGBU, George C.
 18 UNUAVWODO, Oghenefega E.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 AYEWOH, Carla O.
 2 NDOMA-EGBA, Stanley .
 3 OYEFESO, Ayodeji O.
 4 UBAKA, Munachi S.
 5 UZOMAH, Peniel O.
ARCHITECTURE
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ADEDAPO, Inioluwa D.
 2 ADEDIRAN, Ayomide V.
 3 AHANONU, Marvit I.
 4 CHILAKA, Daphne A.
 5 EPHRAIM-OSUNDE, Esther O.
 6 MEDUA-UGEH, Somtochukwu .
 7 MORONFOLU, Oluwatoyin T.
 8 NTAJI, Anor-Ishor T.
 9 OGUNNUBI, Titilope V.
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 10 ONAKOYA, Adefisola O.
 11 TANIMOLA, Oluwaseeto A.
 12 UKAEGBU, Chidinma O.
 13 UKWEDEH, Joshua O.
 14 YAKUBU, Paul O.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEGBAJU, Eunice A.
 2 ADEWUYI, Olorunfemi O.
 3 ADIGUN, Tomilayo F.
 4 AJAI, Adekunbi I.
 5 AJISEGIRI, Henrietta Olamide Y.
 6 AKANDE, Queen-esther O.
 7 AKINKUNMI, Priscilla O.
 8 AKPAN, Gloria E.
 9 AKPOIRORO, Glory E.
 10 CHUKU, Emmanuel O.
 11 IYKE-OSUJI, Angel E.
 12 MAKINDE, Ifeoluwa D.
 13 NELSON, Sonia E.
 14 OGUNBONA, Kofoworola A.
 15 OKONOBOH, Joshua A.
 16 ORIMOLOYE, Moyinolorun T.
 17 OTI, Marvelous O.
 18 UDEZI, Benjamin E.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADEBARA, Iyanuoluwanimi S.
 2 ADEBOYE, Obadoluwami D.
 3 ADENIYI, Ifedayo E.
 4 IORVER, Daniel T.
 5 OBI, Somtochukwu T.
 6 OLUBORI, Oluwapelumi O.
 7 OPEYEMI, Isaac-laughter O.
 8 OSAMOR, Christabel O.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 ILESANMI, Jesutoni J.
APPLIED BIOLOGY AND 
BIOTECHNOLOGY
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ADEKUNLE, Adedoyin R.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ONUSELOGU, Chinedu C.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 AKPOSIBRUKE, Olivia O.
 2 ETIEBET, Kufreabasi M.
BIOCHEMISTRY
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ADJEKUKOR, Cynthia U.
 2 AKOLA, Olumide V.
 3 ISRAEL, Emmanuel N.
 4 ISRAEL-OVIRIH, Sandra O.
 5 ODUTOLA, Boluwatife I.
 6 OKOLI, Chidimma M.
 7 ONYIDO, Blessing C.
 8 OYINBO, Atinuke G.
 9 SADIQ, Ajoke T.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEGBORO, Marvelous O.
 2 AFAKERETA, Elo .
 3 AGBONIGHALE, Emmanuel O.
 4 ALIYU, Oluwayemisi G.
 5 FAKOYA, Ademiju K.
 6 NWAONUMAH , Kingsley E.
 7 OGUNNUBI, Daniel T.
 8 OKECHUKWU, Emeka S.
 9 OMAGHOMI, Oritseweyinmi E.
 10 OYENIYI, Boluwaji O.
 11 TALABI, Gbemisola T.
 12 UDECHUKWU, Treasure A.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADEGBITE, Olawunmi A.
 2 ADELEYE, Oluwaseye J.
 3 AKINRINOLA , Anjolaoluwa A.
 4 AKINYEYE, Elizabeth A.
 5 AKPATA, Osayande P.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 EBOAGWU, Onyinye .
 2 ORAKPO, Annabel O.
MICROBIOLOGY
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ODEWUMI, Tolulope R.
 2 OKUWOBI, Jesutofunmi M.
 3 OLUSEYE, Oreoluwa R.
 4 OYEJIDE, Stephen O.
 CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 CHILEKE, Augustus T.
 2 CHUKWUKADIBIA, Somachi Q.
 3 EGBOKHARE, Ihilesen .
 4 NWAGBO, Chisom C.
 5 OGIE, Emmanuel A.
 6 OKE, Oluwaseunnlafunmi A.
 7 OKPALAJIAKU, Chineme C.
 8 OPADIRAN, Deborah O.
 9 ORDOR, Oluchi N.
 10 SEWEJE, Oluwayemisi A.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADOGHE, Eseosa B.
 2 DICKSON, Rachael M.
 3 ENUJEKO, Esther S.
 4 EZE, Chidera K.
 5 EZENWAKA, Chiamaka G.
 6 OSUNWA, Munachimso N.
 7 SOREMEKUN, Oluwamayomikun I.
BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ABIMBOLA, Oluwamayowa A.
 2 ANYIM, Beatrice A.
 3 EZECHUKWU, Cynthia C.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEFARATI , Fred O.
 2 ALAKA, Oluwarotimi T.
 3 AYODELE , Racheal  I.
 4 BAYO-KUJORE, Fopefoluwa J.
 5 DANIYAN, Victor J.
 6 DOSUNMU, Moyosore D.
 7 ELEKWACHI, Amarachi E.
 8 EREWA, Eyitemi N.
 9 ERINLE, Yimika D.
 10 EZENDUKA , Chidiogo J.
 11 FAKOWAJO, Dolapo O.
 12 JEIYOL, Terrence M.
 13 LAWAL, Samuel T.
 14 MERE, Nneoma A.
 15 MORGAN, Otobong E.
 16 ODION, Ehi J.
 17 OJEWALE, Oluwatobi A.
 18 OJOBARO, Tomiwa H.
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 19 OLANIPEKUN, John O.
 20 OYEBANJO, Adegboyega O.
 21 SHAMAKI, Shunanum J.
 22 UKEGBU, Ugomma O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ADEKUNLE, Peter O.
 2 BITRUS, Masiyer M.
 3 DAVID, Oluwabunmi S.
 4 GBUDJE, Rume .
 5 ISAAC, Emmanuel .
 6 OKONMAH, Ogochukwu H.
 7 OKPALAMOKA, Obiora I.
 8 OLUWOLE WISE, David I.
 9 SADEJU, Esther B.
CLASS: Third Class Honours
 1 EEBEE, Nekabari A.
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 OTAIGBE, Jane C.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADIGUN, Adedunsola A.
 2 AKINSANYA, Olaoluwa A.
 3 DIOKA, Tochukwu E.
 4 ELUAGWULE, Arnold N.
 5 INAM, Wilson A.
 6 ISHOLA, Ibukunoluwa M.
 7 NWOKEDI, Chizoba A.
 8 ODEDE, Towojesudun D.
 9 OJEIFO, Joanne I.
 10 ONU, Amaka A.
 11 OYEKU, Olusola P.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 DANGIWA, Tirnom B.
 2 EDOMARUSE, Peace O.
 3 JOSEPH, Olaoluwasubomi E.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ADARE, Oluwasola B.
 2 ADEIZA, Precious A.
 3 ADELIYI, Oluwaseyi D.
 4 ADUBI, Oluwaseyi S.
 5 AINA-BADEJO, Oluwapelumi O.
 6 BABALOLA, Daniel T.
 7 EGWEDE, Daniel C.
 8 IHEBENACHI, Chigozirim .
 9 KOFI, Oghenerukevwe H.
 10 OKEREKE, Ngozi A.
 11 OKPARA, Laura O.
 12 ONWUAKAGBA, Obinna F.
 13 UDALE-AMEH, Ojimaojo U.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEKUNLE, Timothy I.
 2 ADEREMI-WILLIAMS, Ekundayo E.
 3 AGADUMO, Jeffrey E.
 4 AKUMA, Solomon jnr. U.
 5 AMARIE, Maureen E.
 6 EBRESO, Joanna B.
 7 EDEM, Ruku A.
 8 EFFIOK, Anthony E.
 9 FAMADE, Adejumoke S.
 10 GEORGE, Oluwademilade P.
 11 LALEYE, Olamide T.
 12 NWOSISI, Geraldine E.
 13 OBASA, Olumide P.
 14 OBOH, Sarah .
 15 OGAN, Racheal K.
 16 OGBUNUDE, Chibueze C.
 17 OGUNDIRAN, Oluwatomilola O.
 18 OLAGUNJU, Ayooluwa J.
 19 OLATUNDE, Godwin O.
 20 OLATUNJI, Jesulolase I.
 21 OLATUNJI, Orinami B.
 22 OLUJINMI, Gbolahan E.
 23 ONADIPE, Jolayemi O.
 24 ONASANYA, Oluwatobi M.
 25 ONI, Oladipupo I.
 26 ORINGAMJE, Uchenna T.
 27 PETER, Ebunoluwa E.
 28 ROBERTS, Olatubosun M.
 29 SARKIS, Adellet Y.
 30 SHOETAN, Philip O.
 31 TAIWO, Adebola E.
 32 TAIWO, Olumide O.
 33 UWAOMA, Victory C.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ANOSIKE, Kingsley N.
 2 APARA, Titilayo O.
 3 ATUEGWU, Chukwuebuka K.
 4 ERIJO, Okeoghene  J.
 5 EVWODERE, Joel E.
 6 EZEH, Cynthia C.
 7 EZUMAH, Bright E.
 8 IFEANYICHUKWU, Dumebi E.
 9 IJIEKHUAMEN, Rex I.
 10 KOLAWOLE, Olaoluwatomiwa M.
 11 MAC EZE, Chijioke M.
 12 ODIWE, John I.
 13 OKAFOR, Chinedu F.
 14 OKORIE, Chidinma .
 15 OLAKU, Temitope S.
 16 OSIKHENA, Priscillia O.
 17 UMEOHABIKE, Victor O.
CLASS:  Third Class Honours
 1 ADAMS, David O.
 2 ADEGUN, Ademola M.
 3 ANYABOLU, Chukwuebuka S.
 4 BALOGUN, Kayode J.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 CHIJIOKE-OSUEZE, Ikenna I.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper Division
 1 ADEDEJI, Tomilola A.
 2 ADENIJI, Ifeoluwatomi A.
 3 AMUSAN, Gbolade O.
 4 ARANSIOLA, Oluwasemipe G.
 5 ARUWAN, Kuzahyet I.
 6 ATAWODI, Ojonoka E.
 7 BOLAJI, Obafemi E.
 8 EGUWE, Ewomazino L.
 9 EKA, Ubongabasi B.
 10 EKANEM, Otuekong D.
 11 EMAH, Bright U.
 12 ETEFIA, Odudu I.
 13 MOMOH, Great E.
 14 MONYE, Chisimba S.
 15 NWABUZOR, Chiamaka .
 16 NWOKOYE, Osita R.
 17 OGUNJE, Precious E.
 18 OLANIRAN, Ifeoluwa O.
 19 RICHMOND, Blessing Y.
 20 YUSUF, Ibrahim O.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower Division
 1 ACHANYA, Leonard O.
 2 ACHIME, Derick C.
 3 AJISAFE, Mosunmoluwa A.
 4 AWELEWA, Esther D.
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 7 OLOWOLAFE, Anthonia T.
 8 ORLU-MAKELE, Ogbonda T.
 9 RUNSEWE, Oladapo O.
CLASS:  Third Class Honours
 1 BANKOLE, Adedotun O.
 2 OLANIRAN, Oluwaseun E.
INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICS
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 OBI, Chuka W.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ALONGE, Fredrick T.
 2 EJIOGU, Ikechukwu J.
 3 NDIOMU, Manuella O.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 GABRIEL, Edidiong
INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS-APPLIED 
GEOPHYSICS
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ETETE, Blessing I.
 2 NOIKI, Funmilola R.
CLASS: Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ADEBAYO-LATEEF, Adekunle U.
 2 ANAGOR, Jennifer C.
 3 ARERE, Ephraim    uzezi A.
 4 CHINWUBA, Douglas E.
 5 EYO, John U.
 6 JOHNSON, Oluwaseun L.
 7 OKUNBOR, Gift E.
 5 AYENI, Samuel B.
 6 BENN-OJES, Kevin I.
 7 DOKUBO, Diepriye D.
 8 ENOFE, Eseosa O.
 9 OHIKHUARE, Crystabel E.
 10 OSINOWO, Ibukunolu J.
 11 SHOKUNBI, Adebowale O.
CLASS:  Third Class Honours
 1 ANAVHE, Omohkephue J.
 2 ASEMOTA, Osagie E.
 3 CHUKWUNETA, Emmanuel N.
 4 EDE-AGEGE, Enaite S.
 5 NWAGU, Praise .
 6 OLISA, Ikeora P.
 7 OLUWAGBEMI, David I.
 8 OMOLOJA, Ayodeji L.
ESTATE MANAGEMENT
CLASS: First Class Honours
 1 ADEGUNLE, Precious A.
 2 OLAWALE, Yinoluwa A.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Upper 
Division
 1 ANTE, Hannah V.
 2 IMASUEN, Oluwabusayo U.
 3 SHADA, Oluwatosin  B.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
 1 ABANGWU, Chukwuebuka C.
 2 ADEJUMO, Oyedotun S.
 3 ADEKUNLE, Ayotunde F.
 4 MORDI, Patra O.
 5 MOU, Virtue V.
 6 ODUGBESAN, Ifeoluwa H.
CLASS:  Second Class Honours: Lower 
Division
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DEGREE CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY BY COLLEGE
CLDS
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DEGREE CLASSIFICATION BY %  
2016/2017 GRADUATING CLASS
 
CLASS OF DEGREE
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Grand Total
First Class Honours
 
188
 
17%
 
188
Second Class Honours: Upper Division
 
568
 
50%
 
568
Second Class Honours: Lower Division
 
322
 
29%
 
322
Third Class Honours
 
47
 
4%
 
47
Grand Total
 
1125
 
100%
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SN COLLEGE PROGRAMME NAME MAT. NO CGPA
1 CBSS Accoun ng FASUYI ABISOLA JUMOKE 13AA014459                4.95 
BEST STUDENT IN UNIVERSITY
 SN COLL PROGRAMME NAME MAT. NO  CGPA  
 1 CBSS Accounting FASUYI ABISOLA JUMOKE 13AA014459  4.95  
 
2 CoE 
Electrical and 
Electronics 
Engineering NNADI NNEDIMKPA SUSAN 12CK013797  4.93  
 
3 CST Architecture 
ADEDAPO INIOLUWA 
DEBORAH 13CA015656  4.92  
 
4 CLDS English 
OMOGBADEGUN 
ALEXANDRA ABOLARINWA 13BC014731  4.83        
BEST STUDENTS IN COLLEGES
SN COLL DEPT PROGRAMME NAME  MATNO  CGPA  
 
1 CBSS Accounting Accounting  
FASUYI ABISOLA 
JUMOKE  13AA014459   4.95  
 
2 CoE 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering 
Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering  
NNADI NNEDIMKPA 
SUSAN  12CK013797   4.93  
 
3 CoE Mechanical Engineering 
Mechanical 
Engineering  
ACHIUGO 
SOMTOCHUKWU 
EMMANUEL  12CM013906   4.92  
 
4 CST Architecture Architecture  
ADEDAPO 
INIOLUWA 
DEBORAH  13CA015656   4.92  
 
5 CBSS Banking and Finance Banking and Finance  
AROGUNDADE 
MARIA 
OLUMAYOWA  13AG014532   4.92  
 
6 CoE Chemical Engineering Chemical Engineering  
ADETAYO ADETORO 
OLUWATOYIN  12CF013527   4.91  
 
7 CBSS Busniess Management 
Industrial Relations and 
Human Resource 
Management  
OLUFADE OLAMIDE 
DAVID  13AC014656   4.90  
 
8 CST 
Computer and 
Information Science Computer Science  
OKPARA LAURA 
ONYINYECHI  13CG015953   4.89  
 
9 CBSS
Economics and 
Development Studies Economics
AMALI OINE 
WINNIFRED 13AF014911 4.88         
 
BEST STUDENTS IN DEPARTMENTS
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10 CST Biological Sciences Microbiology  
OLUSEYE 
OREOLUWA 
ROSELYN  13CQ015856   4.86  
 
11 CLDS Languages English  
OMOGBADEGUN 
ALEXANDRA 
ABOLARINWA  13BC014731   4.83  
 
12 CST Building Technology  Building Technology  
ANYIM BEATRICE 
ANAYO  12CB014097   4.81  
 
13 CoE Civil Engineering Civil Engineering  
ABIMBOLA 
OLUWATIMILEHIN 
DANIEL  12CI013589   4.81  
 
14 CLDS 
Political Science and 
International Relations  International Relations  
ELENWO PEARL 
SUNNY  12AH013417   4.80  
 
15 CBSS Sociology Sociology  
ADUBI ELIZABETH 
MODUPE  13BG014838   4.79  
 
16 CST Estate Management  Estate Management  
OLAWALE 
YINOLUWA ADEIFE  12CL014149   4.79  
 17 CLDS Psychology Psychology  CAST PAUL DAVID  13BB014800   4.75  
 
18 CST Chemistry Industrial Chemistry  
OTAIGBE JANE 
CHINEDU  13CC015884   4.75  
 
19 CoE Petroleum Engineering  Petroleum Engineering  
SAM-MARCUS 
JETHRO JASPER  12CN014024   4.73  
 
20 CST Physics 
Industrial Physics
 
OKORO UZOAMAKA 
PAULINE  13CE016089   4.73  
 
21 CBSS Mass Communication Mass Communication  
ADEBOYE 
OYINKANSOLA 
TITILOLA  13BE014733   4.71  
 22 CST Mathematics Industrial Mathematics  OBI CHUKA WALTER 13CD016042   4.65  
 
 
 
BEST STUDENTS IN DEPARTMENTS
 
BEST STUDENTS IN PROGRAMMES
SN  COLL  PROGRAMME NAME MAT. NO CGPA  
1  CBSS  Accounting FASUYI ABISOLA JUMOKE 13AA014459  4.95  
2  CoE  
Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering NNADI NNEDIMKPA SUSAN 12CK013797  4.93  
3  CoE  Mechanical Engineering 
ACHIUGO SOMTOCHUKWU 
EMMANUEL 12CM013906  4.92  
4
 
CST
 
Architecture
 
ADEDAPO INIOLUWA 
DEBORAH
 
13CA015656
  
4.92 
 
SN COLL PROGRAMME NAME MAT. NO CGPA 
5 CBSS Banking and Finance 
AROGUNDADE MARIA 
OLUMAYOWA 13AG014532  4.92  
6 CoE Chemical Engineering 
ADETAYO ADETORO 
OLUWATOYIN 12CF013527  4.91  
7 CBSS 
Industrial Relations and 
Human Resource 
Management OLUFADE OLAMIDE DAVID 13AC014656  4.90  
8 CST Computer Science OKPARA LAURA ONYINYECHI 13CG015953  4.89  
9 CBSS Economics AMALI OINE WINNIFRED 13AF014911  4.88  
10 CST Microbiology 
OLUSEYE OREOLUWA 
ROSELYN 13CQ015856  4.86  
11 CST Biochemistry 
ADJEKUKOR CYNTHIA 
UFUOMA 13CP015803  4.84  
12 CLDS English  
OMOGBADEGUN 
ALEXANDRA ABOLARINWA 13BC014731  4.83  
13 CST Building Technology ANYIM BEATRICE ANAYO 12CB014097  4.81  
14 CoE Civil Engineering 
ABIMBOLA 
OLUWATIMILEHIN DANIEL 12CI013589  4.81  
15 CLDS International Relations ELENWO PEARL SUNNY 12AH013417  4.80  
16 CBSS Sociology ADUBI ELIZABETH MODUPE 13BG014838  4.79  
17 CST Estate Management 
OLAWALE YINOLUWA 
ADEIFE 12CL014149  4.79  
18 CoE 
Information and 
Communication 
Engineering UDOYE IFEOMA VIVIAN 12CK013900  4.76  
19 CLDS Psychology CAST PAUL DAVID 13BB014800  4.75  
20 CST Industrial Chemistry OTAIGBE JANE CHINEDU 13CC015884  4.75  
21 CBSS Marketing 
NWAGBOGWU BRENDA 
CHINWENDU 13AD014689  4.73  
22 CoE Petroleum Engineering 
SAM-MARCUS JETHRO 
JASPER 12CN014024  4.73  
23
 
CST
 
Industrial Physics-
Renewable Energy
 
OKORO UZOAMAKA 
PAULINE
 
13CE016089
  
4.73 
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PART A: BEST GRADUATING FIRST DEGREE STUDENTS BY PROGRAMMES AND COLLEGES
S/No. SPONSOR’S NAME PROGRAMME/ 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY
NAME OF STUDENT RECIPIENT CGPA
1. Office of the Vice-Chancellor
  
Overall Best Graduating 
Undergraduate Student in 
Covenant
 
University
 
FASUYI Abisola Jumoke 4.95 
 
 
   
 
2. Association of Certified  
Chartered Accountants  
(ACCA - Global)  
 
Accounting FASUYI Abisola Jumoke 4.95
 
3
 
Covenant Microfinance Bank Ltd. 
   
4
 
ICLED Global Ventures
   
Banking and Finance
 
 
 
AROGUNDADE  M. Olumayowa
 
 
 
4.92
 
 
5.
 
SEGUN AREMU -
 
Alumni
 
6.
 
Covenant Microfinance Bank Ltd. 
 
7.
 
Covenant Microfinance Bank Ltd. 
   
Business Administration
 
AFOLABI-AJAYI A. Sharon
 
4.60
 
8.
 
Prof. David Akinnusi 
   
Industrial Relations & Human 
Resource Management
 
 
OLUFADE Olamide David
 
 
 
4.90
 
 
9
 
THE OBA-DUGBA  (Alumni) 
 
  
10.
 
Prof. Gbolahan A. Oni
 
Demography and Social 
Statistics
 
ONWUKA  Nkechi  Bliss
 
4.67
 
11.
 
MERISTEM Securities Ltd. Economics
 
AMALI  Oine Winnifred
 
4.88
 
12.
 
Department of Mass 
Communication 
 
Mass Communication
 
ADEBOYE O. Titilola
 
4.71
 
13
 
Prof. Patrick .A. Edewor
 
 
Sociology
 
ADUBI Elizabeth Modupe
 
4.79
 
 
14
  
 
CU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
  
 
BEST STUDENT IN COLLEGE
 
 
FASUYI Abisola Jumoke
 
4.95
 
 
  
  
 
15.
 
Prof. Innocent Chiluwa English 
 
OMOGBADEGUN A. Abolarinwa
 
4.83
 
16.
 
Rev. J.O. O yelowo Memorial 
Award (Special Plaques to each 
Awardee).
International Relations
 
ELENWO Pearl Sunny
 
4.80
 
17. Policy and Strategic Studies AMBROSE Kuyik 4.57
 
18. Political Science UDEGBE Ifeoma Rita 4.53
 
19
 
Iyak Adela Chinwe
 
–Alumni 
   
International Relations
 
ELENWO Pearl Sunny
 
4.80
20.
 
Prof. Amos Alao 
 
Psychology
 
CAST Paul David
 
4.75
 
 
21.
  
CU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
  
BEST STUDENT IN COLLEGE
 
 
 
OMOGBADEGUN A. Abolarinwa
  
4.83
 
    
 
.
COLLEGE OF LEADERSHIP  DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (CLDS) 
 
   
   
 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (CBSS) 
LIST OF PRIZES AND AWARDS 2017
 24 CBSS Mass Communication 
ADEBOYE OYINKANSOLA 
TITILOLA 13BE014733  4.71 
25 CST 
Applied Biology and 
Biotechnology 
ADEKUNLE ADEDOYIN 
RASHEEDAT 13CO015792  4.71 
26 CBSS 
Demography and Social 
Statistics ONWUKA NKECHI BLISS 13AE014892  4.67 
27 CST Industrial Mathematics OBI CHUKA WALTER 13CD016042  4.65 
28 CoE Computer Engineering 
EVBUOMWAN ANTHONIA 
AMEZE 12CJ013677  4.64 
29 CBSS Business Administration 
AFOLABI-AJAYI 
AANUOLUWAPO SHARON 13AB014565  4.60 
30 CLDS Policy and Strategic Studies AMBROSE KUYIK  13AK015050  4.57 
31 CLDS Political Science UDEGBE IFEOMA RITA 13AI015102  4.53 
32 CST 
Management Information 
System 
CHIJIOKE-OSUEZE IKENNA 
IHEANACHO 13CH015995  4.52 
 
SN COLL PROGRAMME NAME MAT. NO CGPA      
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22 .
 
 
BOLTEM Nig. Ltd.
  
 
Chemical Engineering
 
 
 
 
ADETAYO  A. Oluwatoyin
 
 
 
 
4.91
 
 
23.
 
PASTOR Joshua Ayo Popoola –
 
Alumni  
 
24.
 
Covenant Microfinance Bank Ltd. 
   
25 Prof. J.A. Omoleye 
26 Esota Consult Ltd.  
27.
 
MOAS Adeleye Ventures   
 
Civil Engineering
 
ABIMBOLA O. Daniel
 
4.81
 
28.
 
Prof. Samuel John
 
Computer Engineering
 
EVBUOMWAN A. Ameze
 
4.64
 
29. Basmala Telecom Company
  
NNADI Nnedimkpa Susan
 
4.93
30.
 
Adebola Bella –
 
Alumni 
 
Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering
 
 
 
31.
 
The MC
2
 
–
 
Alumni (Chukwuka 
Toluleke Ofulue and 
Chukwunonso Emmanuel 
Nwadialo) 
   
 Mechanical Engineering
 
 ACHIUGO S. Emmanuel
 
 4.92
 
 
32.  CU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BEST STUDENT IN COLLEGE NNADI Nnedimkpa Susan 4.93
 
  
 
33
 
Covenant Microfinance Bank Ltd. 
  
Architecture
 
ADEDAPO Inioluwa Deborah
 
4.92
 34.
 
Department of Biological 
Sciences 
  
Applied Biology and 
Biotechnology
 
ADEKUNLE Adedoyin 
Rasheedat
 
4.71
 35.
 
Department of Biological 
Sciences 
 
 
Biochemistry
 
 
ADJEKUKOR Cynthia Ufuoma
 
 
4.84
 
 
36.
 
ESOTA Consult Ltd
 
37.
 
Department of Biological 
Sciences 
 
  
OLUSEYE Oreoluwa Roselyn
 
 
4.86
 
38
 
Prof. Adesola Ajayi
 
39 .
 
ESOTA Consult Ltd
   
 
Industrial Chemistry
 
 
 
 
OTAIGBE Jane Chinedu
 
 
 
 
4.75
 
 
40. Department of Chemistry 
 
 
41.
 
BOLTEM (Nig) Ltd.
  
42.
 
Prof. Kolawole Ajanaku
 
43.
 
Winelight Analytical Systems Ltd
  
44.
 
Yomi Adedeji-
 
Alumni  
 
 
Computer Science
 
 
OKPARA Laura Oyinyechi
 
 
4.89
 
45.
 
VIP Multi Concept Links 
 
 
   
 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (CST)
 
Microbiology
 
 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
 
(CoE)
  
 
   
 
46. Dr. Iroham .C. Osmond 
 
Estate Management
 OLAWALE Yinoluwa Adeife  4.79
 
47. Dr. Alfred Owoloko 
 
Industrial Mathematics  OBI Chuka Walter
 4.65  
48. Department of Physics  Industrial Physics  Okoro Uzoamaka Pauline  4.73
 
49. Prof. Nicholas Omoregbe  
BEST STUDENT IN COLLEGE  
 
ADEDAPO Inioluwa Deborah  
 
4.92  
50 ALUMNI ASSOCIATION   
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
LIST OF PRIZES AND AWARDS 2017
   
The Management, Senate, 
Faculty, Staff and Students 
of Landmark University 
2017/2018
Felicitate with 
Covenant University
on her 
onvocation 
eremonyC
12
th
 
  
 
 
Part B. List of Best Graduating Doctoral and Masters Students in the Colleges
 
S/No
   
Programme
 
Name of Student Recipient.
 
 
(
 
% )
 
51
 
 
 
 
 
CERTIFICATES
OF 
EXCELLENCE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 52
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leadership Development
 Studies 
English Language AJIBOYE Esther . Olukemi 84.4
 
 53 
 
 
  
 
 
Engineering
Information and  
Communication 
Engineering
ADEWALE Adeyinka  Ajao 87.7*
 54
 
  
 
 
 55 
 
 
   
College/University
Business and Social 
Sciences
Industrial Relations and 
Human Resources
FALOLA H. Olubusayo 84.2
  
Science and Technology 
 
Industrial 
Mathematics
 
EDEKI Sunday Onos
 
86.5
University -Wide ADEWALE Adeyinka  
Ajao
87.7**
 56
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Business and Social 
Sciences
Accounting ELUYELA Damilola 81.4
 
 
57
 
 
 
     
Leadership & 
Development Studies Psychology BATEREN Abigail
67.1
 
 
58
 
  
 
   
Engineering Electrical & Electronics Engineering JOHN Temitope Mercy 84.8
  59
     
 
Science and Technology Architecture ONI O. Oluwafemi 85.7
*
 
60
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 University -Wide Architecture ONI O. Oluwafemi 85.7
**
 
 
 
  
 56
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Part C:
 
Special Awards for
 
Specific Programmes, Subjects, Courses or
 
Activities Deserving Recognitions
   
SPECIAL AWARDS
 
 
S/No.
 
SPONSOR’S NAME
 
PURPOSE OF AWARD
 
NAME OF STUDENT
 
CGPA
 
61
 
Chartered Institute of 
Management Accountants 
(CIMA -UK) 
   
Best Graduating 
Undergraduate Student in 
Management Accounting.
 
FASUYI
 
Abisola 
Jumoke
 
4.95
 
62
 
ALUMNI 2006 (Accounting)  Best Female Graduating 
Undergraduate Student in 
Accounting.
 
FASUYI, Abisola 
Jumoke
 4.95
 
63
 
ALUMNI 2006 (Accounting)  Best Male Graduating 
Undergraduate Student in 
Accounting.
 
JINADU James O.
 
4.82
 
64
 
Prof. Segun Ayejuyo
 
-
  
Best Graduating 
Undergraduate Student in 
Analytical Chemistry
 
Course
 
OTAIGBE Jane 
Chinedu
 
4.75
 
65.
 
Prof. Omolara Bamgboye- Best Graduating 
Undergraduate Student in 
Surface & Electrochemistry 
Course
 
ELEGWUALE Arnold 
Nnamdi 
 
4.24 
* Indicates the Best Doctoral or Masters Graduating Student and the Programme at the College level.
 ** Indicates the Best Doctoral or Masters Graduating student in the entire University  
   
 
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D)  Degrees   
AWARDS Grade 
 
  
  Master of Science (M.Sc)  
Degrees
   
     
LIST OF PRIZES AND AWARDS 2017
CERTIFICATES
OF 
EXCELLENCE 
Information and 
Communication 
Engineering
   
66.  ALLEB Media Ltd  Best Graduating  
Undergraduate  Student In 
Technical Crew  
NNADI Nnedimkpa 
Susan  
4.93 
67. DR. Ikpefan O. Ailemen
 
-
 
 
Best Graduating
 
Undergraduate
 
Student In 
Practice of Banking
 
Course
 
 
Akpan Enobong Okon
 
 
4.71
 
68
  
 
Rev. J.O. Oyelowo Memoria l 
Award (Special Plaque)
 
Best B.Sc. Project on Sub-
regional Security in West 
Africa
 
–
 
Political Science
 
 
OYEDEPO Sarah
 
 
4.22
 
69.
 
The most Resilient
 
Graduating Undergraduate
 
student in the Department 
of Political Science and 
International Relations
 
OSHODI Moriam 
Ayoyinka
 
 
4.33
 
70.
 
Prof. Omolara Bamgboye Best Graduating Masters 
Student in Advanced 
Catalysis in Chemistry 
Programme
 
 
EZEUKO Adaora Stella
 
 
3.93
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71 Prof. Albert Adeboye  
 
Best Graduating Masters 
Student in Architecture in the 
College of Science and 
Technology
 
 
ONI O. Oluwafemi
 
 
4.86
 
72.
 
JACOB AWARD
   
Best Graduating 
Undergraduate Student in 
Life Science (Microbiology)
OLUSEYE Oreoluwa 
Roselyn
 
4.86
 
73. Prof. Gbolahan A. Oni Best Graduating Doctoral 
Student in Demography and
Social Statistics Programme
SAMUEL Gbemisola 
Wuraola
82.8%
    
 
     
LIST OF PRIZES AND AWARDS 2017
Remittance, Effect) and (Housing; Residential 
Satisfaction, Satisfaction) by Elsevier SciVal 
(2011-2015 Report); among others (May).
   No.1 University with the most employable 
Graduates in Nigeria (Stutern Report) (May)
   Be s t  P r i va te  Un i ve r s i t y  i n  N ige r i a 
(Webometric) (January).
   Ranked No.1 in Web of Repositories in 
Nigeria and West Africa (January). 
   Three Hult Teams representing Covenant 
University at the 8th Annual Hult Prize 
qualified for Regional Finals (January).
   Third Position at Technology and Innovation 
Expo 2017 organised by Federal Ministry of 
Science and Technology (April )
   Second position (Silver) at ENACTUS 
National competition (July)
   A 300 Level student of Information and 
Communication Engineering and President 
of the Covenant University Literary and 
Debating Society (CULDS) was selected for 
the prestigious 2017 Study of United States 
Institute (SUSI) Fellowship for Student 
God has continued to expand the frontiers of 
the University beyond our national borders. 
Covenant University has become a reference 
point for university education in Nigeria and 
Africa in general with active collaborations 
with reputable global institutions.
The University's international drive has been 
recognized by the National Universities 
Commission (NUC). Our students have 
cont inued  to  exce l  in  in te rnat iona l 
competitions and research fairs, while our 
graduates have excelled in their postgraduate 
programmes in world-class universities.
Below are some of these notable national and 
international recognitions, awards and 
collaborations:
2017
   No.1 World Research University in; (Wind 
Power, Wind and Turbines) and (Corrosion, 
Corrosion Inhibitors, Carbon Steel) by 
Elsevier SciVal (2011-2015 Report)(May).
   No.2 World Research University in; (Trade, 
 
58  
  
CU Management with the Award Winning Covenant University Enactus Team 2017
 
COVENANT UNIVERSITY AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS  (2013 - 2017)
 
Leaders (April).
   Vice-Chancellor, Covenant University, Professor 
AAA. Atayero received Award of Fellowship of 
the Science Association of Nigeria (FSAN) (July)
   Lagos Chamber of Commerce and Industry’s 
Excellence in Education Awards (To be recieved 
in August )
2016
   Raw Materials Research and Development 
Council  (RMFDC)/Nigerian Universit ies 
Research and Development Fair (NURESDEF) 
Awards .
   African Private University of the Year (2015) by 
African Leadership Magazine Group (March).
   Congress iona l  Commendat ion  of  the  
State of Georgia US Legislative Black Caucus for 
pioneering excellence and innovation in tertiary 
education  in Africa (March).   
   No.1 Private University in Nigeria and Second 
Overall Best University in Nigeria on the 
Webometric Ranking of World Universities 
(February).
   Ranked No.1 in Web of Repositories in 
Nigeria and West Africa (February)
   The Research Excellence Award at the 
Nigerian Higher Education Summit, 2016
   The First Prize Award in 2016 Coastline 
Worship Centre Design Competition by 
RCCG.
   A Covenant University Graduate Tops 
Class in Uniport Master's Programme, 
2016
   A Covenant University Graduate won the 
Female Architects of Nigeria (FAN) Best 
Student Award, 2016.
   The Best Engineering Graduate of the Year 
by COREN, 2016
   A Covenant University graduate was 
elected 2016 Valedictorian Speaker at 
INSEAD MBA (INSEAD is currently the No1 
Business School in the world).
   Vice-Chancellor, Covenant University, 
Professor AAA. Atayero received Award of 
Excellence by NSE, Ikeja Branch, 2016.
   ENACTUS Third position at the ENACTUS  
National competition
2015
   The No. 1 University in Nigeria and West 
Africa, and No. 15 in Africa in the February, 
2015  Webometrics Ranking of World 
Universities.
     Ranked No. 1 in Web of Repositories in 
Nigeria and West Africa (2015)
   The  Bes t  in  P res ident ia l  Spec ia l 
Scholarship Scheme for Innovation and 
Development (PRESSID) for ﬁrst-class 
graduates in Nigerian universities, 2015.  
Accounting for 10% of all successful 
candidates each year.
59
 
COVENANT UNIVERSITY AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS  (2013 - 2017)
 
60
   The university with the highest listing of 
leading Nigerian scientists. CU produced 78 
out of the ﬁrst 500 Nigerian Scientists listed by 
Cybermetrics.
2014
   Ranked Number 1 Private University in 
Nigeria in World Universities Webometric 
Rankings.
    The Centenary ICT Driven University of the Year 
Award (2014)
   Best Private University in Nigeria by the 
United States based US Transparency 
International Standards (USTIS)
   The ﬁrst university in Nigeria to host two 
Nobel Prize winners to an international 
conference
   Most Preferred Private University in Nigeria by 
candidates seeking University admission 
through JAMB (2014)
   First class graduates of the University 
emerged tops in the Presidential Special 
Scholarship Scheme for Innovation and 
Development (PRESSID) in Nigeria 
   The Best private university in Nigeria on 
Webometric Ranking and the only Private 
University in Nigeria listed among the ﬁrst 
100 in Africa   (February)
2013
   Best Private University in Nigeria 2013 by 
Centre for Governance in Africa.
   Bes t  a t  the  2013  Niger ia  Sof tware 
Competition, sponsored by Institute of 
Software Practitioners in Nigeria (ISPON).
   Ranked Number 1 Private University in 
Nigeria and ranked in the top 100 in Africa in 
World Universities Webometric Rankings.
   Best Performing Higher Institution of the Year 
Award.
   19 first class graduates of Covenant 
University emerged tops in the Presidential 
Special Scholarship Scheme for Innovation 
and Development (PRESSID).
   Covenant University made Top-Four at 
ARGUS Software International Competition 
2013 organized by  Argus  Sof tware 
Incorporated, Texas, USA.
 
COVENANT UNIVERSITY AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS  (2013 - 2017)
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Status of Covenant University Patents, Patent Applications & Copyright 
as at the end of 2016/2017 Academic Session
th
Approved list of Patents in Covenant University as at 15  July 2017
S/N
 
Inventor(s)
 
Patent Title
 
1
 Michael Friday and 
CU
 
DOF-Shadow Sensitive Illumination Computer 
Keyboard
 
2 Dr. Francis Idachaba 
Renewable Charge Harvesting Architecture for 
the Design of an Electric Bus 
3 Prof. Louis Egwari Production of Fermented Rice Products 
4 Prof. Louis Egwari 
Culture Media Formulation from Whole Fauna of 
Sun-dried Crayfish and Exoskeleton of Crabs and 
Shrimps
 
5
 
Prof. Louis Egwari
 
Production of Beverage Drinks from Pawpaw
 
6
 
Prof. J. A. Omoleye, 
Prof. F. K. Hymore, 
Dr. R. Babalola, Dr. 
O. Ajayi, Prof. S. 
Adefila
 
Development of Zeolite-Y using Elefun clay
 
7.
 
Dr. T.V. Omotosho 
and Mr. W.A. Ayara
 
Solar Powered AC Generator
 
8.
 
Mr. W. A. Ayara
 
Solar charged laboratory bench power supply
 9.
 
Dr. Francis Idachaba
 
Design of a Low Power Bidirectional Transceiver 
Architecture for GSM Base station Transceiver
 
 
S/N Name(s) Invention Name Remark 
1
 
Dr. V. O. Matthews
 
An Intelligent 
Executive Chair
 
Awaiting Patent 
Acknowledgement 
Letter
 
2
 
Dr. V. O. Matthews and 
Dr. E. Adetiba
 
Vehicle Accident 
Alert System
 
Awaiting Patent 
Acknowledgement 
Letter
 
3
 
Dr. V. O. Matthews
 
A covert acoustic 
system with human 
sensor capability
 
Awaiting Patent 
Acknowledgement 
Letter
 
Awaiting Patent 
4
 
Dr. V. O. Matthews
 
Apparatus and 
Production of 
Dynamic Cake
Acknowledgement 
Letter
 
 
Covenant University's Product awaiting ratification from Patent Office, Abuja
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S/N Name(s) Invention Name Remark 
5 
Prof. Omoleye Abiodun 
James, Prof. C. K. Ayo,  
Dr. Ikhu-Omoregbe 
Nicholas, Dr. A. A. 
Azeta, Dr. J. O. 
Daramola and Mr. 
OluwabusolamiOluseyi 
An SMS-Based E-
Opinion pool system 
Under Evaluation 
6 
Dr. Okeniyi Joshua 
Olusegun 
Encapsulation 
Method for 
Generating the 
Surface and 
Estimating the 
Surface Area of 3-D 
Closed-Up Natural 
Bodies 
Under Evaluation 
7 Michael Friday and CU 
DOF-Techno 
Universal Energy 
System 
The Application is at 
the final stage; awaiting 
the Issuance of the 
Certificate in couple of 
days. 
8 Dr. V. O. Matthews  Belt Tracker 
Awaiting Patent 
Acknowledgement 
Letter 
9 Dr. V. O. Matthews  
Wireless Apparatus 
for Metering and 
Billing of Electric 
Usage using GSM 
(SMS) Network 
Under Evaluation 
10 Dr. L. O. Amodu 
Power of Influence: A 
public speaking Board 
game 
Under Evaluation 
11 Prof. Wara Energy bags Under Evaluation  
 
  Status of Covenant University Patents, Patent Applications & Copyright 
as at the end of 2016/2017 Academic Session
th
Approved list of Patents in Covenant University as at 15  July 2017
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Pending Patent Applications  
S/N Name(s) Invention Name Remark 
1 
Babalola, Philip 
 Olufemi; Bolu Christian, 
Amaechi and Inegbenebor 
Anthony Omieraokholen  
Oil – Fired Tilting 
Furnace 
Under Evaluation 
2 
 
Addendum to Metal 
Matrix Composites 
Designation System 
Under Evaluation 
 
Copyright 
S/N Name(s) Work Name Remark 
1 
Dr. Lanre Amodu 
The Power of Influence: A 
Board Game on Public 
Speaking 
Certificate Awarded  
 
 
  Status of Covenant University Patents, Patent Applications & Copyright 
as at the end of 2016/2017 Academic Session
th
Approved list of Patents in Covenant University as at 15  July 2017
Babalola, Philip 
 Olufemi; Bolu Christian, 
Amaechi and Inegbenebor 
Anthony Omieraokholen  
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CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 2017!
 
TAKE YOUR 
EDUCATION TO 
 
A NEW LEVEL
WITH A TOP 10
 
UK UNIVERSITY 
DEGREE
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY 
 
OFFERS EXCITING 
 
PROGRAMMES IN A WIDE 
RANGE OF FIELDS INCLUDING:
• MANAGEMENT SC HOOL
 
• SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
 
• ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
 
• HEALTH AND MED ICINE
TOP 10
 
UK UNIVERSITY
ONE OF THE TOP
 
UNIVERSITIES
 
IN THE WORLD
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SOME OF OUR INTERNATIONAL LINKAGE PARTNERS 
SOME OF OUR INTERNATIONAL LINKAGE PARTNERS 
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1.   Dr. Akan Williams -Chairman
2.   Dr. Gbenga Omole 
3.   Dr. Enahoro Owoloko  
4.   Dr. Kehinde Adetiloye
5.   Dr. Abiola Babajide
6.   Dr. Nsikak Benson 
7.   Dr. Azubuike Ezenwoke
8.   Dr. Stephen Oluwatobi 
9.   Dr. Lanre Amodu
10.   Dr. Oluwole Iyiola
11.   Mr. Paul Uwajeh
12.   Mr. Emmanuel Igban
13.   Dr. Mathew Egharevba
14.   Mr. Emmanuel Oyeku
15.   Mr. Samuel Audu
16.   Dr. Lekan Amusan
17.   Dr. Eghosa Ekhaese  
18.   Dr. Samuel Oni 
19.   Mrs. Itunuoluwa Isewon
20.   Dr. Maxwell Omeje
21.   Dr. Urhie Ese
22.   Mr. Sola Oyinloye
The entire Covenant University 
Community wishes to acknowledge and 
appreciate some individuals and 
corporate bodies  who have partnered 
with us on the occasion of our 
12th Convocation Ceremony. May the 
good Lord bless and be with you always.
MEMBERS OF 2017 CONVOCATION PLANNING COMMITTEE
THANK 
YOU
Soaring is what we do!
Covenant University Community deeply 
appreciates your presence and participation in 
this 12th Convocation Ceremony. As we look 
ahead to the future, we will always remember 
this day for having you as a witness to this 
historic event. We wish you safe journey back 
to your destination. God bless you.  Amen!
Professor AAA. Atayero
Vice-Chancellor 
On behalf of Management, Faculty, Staff and 
Students of Covenant University 
APPRECIATION
23.   Mrs. Helen Olatunbosun
24.   Mrs. Oluwatoyin  Akinyeoluwa
25.   Mrs. Regina Tobi-David
26.   Dr. Marion Adebiyi 
27.   Dr. Isaac Samuel 
28.   Mr. Omotayo Ayole
29.   Mr. Henry Igba
30.   Mr. Oyedele Bella
31.   Miss Ruth Abioye
32.   Mr. Adeniyi Sotannde
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